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Murray wins

Calloway loses

Anti-drug march slated
for Saturday in city

Tigers cruise past
Marshall County 8-2

Lady Lakers downed by
Marshall County 8-4
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News In Brief

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 14, 1987

11('k home

Supreme Court
makes stops in
western cities
on road trip

Residents urged to have pets
vaccinated at rabies clinics
The Calloway County Health Department would like to take this opportunity to announce scheduling of the 1987 rabies clinics.
There are many changes in both the times and locations for the
rabies clinics this year.
These clinics are scheduled each year with the local veterinarians
and health department personnel assisting in each of the clinics. Kentucky law requires vaccination of dogs and cats for rabies.
The following schedule has been released for 1987 clinics.
Wednesday June 3: Kirksey, 9-11 a.m.; Lynn Grove, 2-4 p.m.;
Health Center, 7-9 p.m.;
Thursday, June 4: Hazel, 9-11 a.m.; Almo,2-4 p.m.; Health Center,
7-9 p.m.;
Friday, June 5: New Concord,941 a.m.; Burkeen's Grocery, Kentucky 94 east, 2-4 p.m.; Health Center, 7-9 p.m.
The fee for these clinics will be $3 per pet. The department urges all
pet owners to take advantage of these clinics and make sure that all
pets are vaccinated.

Kentucky State Police post
to remain at present location
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police Commissioner
Morgan Elkins announced Wednesday that a state police post will remain at its present location near Mayfield.
Elkins said/the agency had considered moving the Mayfield post,
located in Graves County, to sites in McCracken County or its seat of
Paducah.
However, Elkins said McCracken County has an ;'active sheriff's
department" and Paducah has a "professional police force," while
the Mayfield site serves many people living in rural areas.
The Mayfield post serves 12 counties in far western Kentucky.

Elsewhere...
Press

WASHLVG TON — A congressman accused the parents of an
American kiled in Nicaragua of playing politics with their grief by
testifying against U.S. policy, but another congressman said their son
would be proud of them.
SUVA,Fiji — An army colonel leads 10 pistol-wielding soldiers into
Parliament, proclaims a military takeover in this South Pacific
island nation and abducts Prime Minister Timoci Bavacira and 27
other government officials.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan is putting the United States on
a "slippery slope" by notifying Congress he has the legal right to
order new tests of "Star Wars" weapons in space despite Soviet objections, a leading Senate Democrat says.
STAVANGER, Norway — NATO is considering expanding the U.S.
deployment of nuclear-armed fighter-bombers and in Europe to compensate for the proposed superpower withdrawal of hundreds of landbased nuclear missiles, officials said.
JERUSALEM — Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, stymied by a
Cabinet deadlock on his first peace proposal, begins a new effort to
master a parliamentary majority for his bid kr_early national
elections.
CHICAGO — Researchers have identified significant physical abnormalities in the brains of suicide victims, a finding that could one
day lead to a test to identify people likely to kill themselves.
WASHINGTON — Airline flights during peak travel periods should
be ordered cut back at most major airports to halt "an erosion of
safety" that may get worse if action is not immediately taken, a
federal safety panel says.
WASHINGTON — State officials, eyeing the chance to pick up 81.5
billion a year in new revenue, are urging Congress to let states collect
sales tax from catalog stores and television shopping clubs selling to
people in other states.

Quick facts from Dr. Gil Mathis Economic
Impact Study of Murray State University
Students, faculty and staff at Murray State University make rental
and house payments of $487,399 a month.
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Forecast
Tonight, partly cloudy with a
30 percent chance of thundersho w e rs Low 60 to 65.
Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday, partly sunny with a
20 percenet chance of morning
showers. High in the upper 70s.
Northwest wind around 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday calls
for fair and mild weather.
LAKE LEVELS
359 1
Kentucky Lake
359 2
Barkley Lake

25 CENTS

Accepting the Army Achievement Medal in England from Special Forces Commander Col. Robert Leary are
members of the local U.S. Army National Guard 814th Military Police Company. Pictured in formation, left to
right, are: let Sgt. Larry Nixon, Murray; Sgt. Jimmie Tubbs, Benton; Sgt. Randy Wood, Benton; and Sgt.
Jackie Lear, Mayfield.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) _CA
trip to hear cases in two western
Kentucky cities was part of a bid
to remove some of the "mystique"
surrounding the state Supreme
Court, Chief Justice Robert F
Stephens said.
"I think it's time we demystified
the court system because people
are entitled to know who we are,
what we are about, what our
responsibilities are," Stephens
said Wednesday as the court heard
appeals in three cases at the
Owensboro City Hall.
"Even though they may not
agree with our decisions, they
need to understand why we make
a lot of decisions and the process
by which we operate," he said.
The court sat in Paducah on
(Conrd on page 2)

Guardsmen in
614th return
from overseas
joint training

Running Deer
operator is
indicted on
new charges

By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
Members of the local U.S. Army
National Guard 614th Military
Police Company have recently
returned from overseas deployment training in Italy, Spain and
England, according to Sgt. 1st
Class Dennis Smith.
Smith said the soldiers were
divided into three groups and
traveled to the three different
countries in support of Flintlock
'87, a joint-team training exercise
In physical security.
Smith said Flintlock combined
the active duty and reserve cornponants — Air Force, Reserve,
and active army — to execute the
mission as a team. A kind of "one
army" concept, he said.
For security reasons, Smith was
unable to diclose many details
about the mission but said it entailed the gaurding of different
sites.
Several members of the local
company were honored for their
outstanding support of the mission

WHEATON, Ill. ( AP ) — A Du
Page County grand jury has indicted the operator of a Kentucky
summer camp on charges that he
sexually molested two boys and
possessed child pornography,
authorities said.
The indictment returned
Wednesday charges Arthur
"A.J." Taggart with five counts of
aggravated criminal sexual
assault and one count of possession of child pornography, said
Assistant State's Attorney Chris
Charkewycz.
Taggart, 57, of Scottsville, Ky.,
also was indicted last week by a
Calloway County, Ky., grand jury
on 35 counts of sexual molestation
in the alleged abuse of boys attending his camp.
The Illinois assault charges
stem from alleged incidents involving two Addison boys, ages 12
and 13. Authorities allege the incidents occurred in Du Page County in May 1986 while Taggart was
recruiting campers for his Runn-

Receiving congratulations from Col. Robert Leary in England for their
outstanding support in overseas training are four of the 47 recipients of
the Certificate of Achievement, left to right, Spec. 4 Don Fleming, Staff
Sgt. Walter Robinson, Pvt. Michael McIntire, and Staff Sgt. Carl Skinner, all of Murray.
— five receivng the Army Achievment Medal and 47 receiving the
Certificate of Achievement.
The groups departed from Fort
Campbell on April 11 and returned
on May 4. During their 24 days
overseas, the England group were
able to see much of the country on

their days off and one three- to
four-day weekend to tour, Smith
said.
At the end of the mission, all the
groups gathered in England where
the 52 were honored for their
achievements, he added.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Task force discusses water quality problems
By SCOTT WILSON
Stall Writer
The Kentucky Lake Water
Resources Task Force moved one
step closer to discovering the
cause behind recent mussel mortality in the Kentucky Lake Reservoir during the past few years.
At a scheduled meeting Wednesday at Kenlake State Park, the
task force heard preliminary
reports from leading experts concerning sediment toxicity, an
evaluation of effluents from the

Tennessee Pulp and Paper Company, and a peer review committee's evaluation of the current task
force plans to solve the problems
at the reservoir.
"Until today, we have dealt with
rumors. We didn't have any information stating what the problem
with the mussel mortality is," said
Dick Urban, chief of the Water
Quality Branch at the Tennessee
Valley Authority and chairman of
the task force.
One of the major discoveries at

the meeting was that "there is better define the areas where the
something in the sediments of the toxics were found and their
reservoir that is disrupting the causes.
aquatic life." That news came
"We don't have all the data confrom a report on reservoir cerning the toxicity in the
sediments. It is believed that the sediments," he added. "It is dif"something" is some form of a ficult to analyze it. There can be
toxic. However, the cause of the false pdsitives and false negatives.
toxic sediment is not known.
The toxicity could be from natural
Urban urges citizens in the causes. It just takes time."
region not to worry.
A peer group review approved
"There is toxicity in the the first two phases of the task
sediments studied during the
test," Urban said. "But we need to (Coard on page 2)
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McFarlane: North was
taking orders from Casey
WASHINGTON (AP) — Oliver
L. North was taking orders from
CIA Director William J. Casey
when he engineered the deals that
sent weapons to Iran and aid to
Nicaragua's Contra rebels.
North's former White House boss
says
Former National Security Adviser Robert C. McFarlane. testifying Wednesday for a third day
before joint House-Senate hear-

ings on the Iran-Contra affair, said
he believed North was taking instructions from Casey and kept
the deals alive despite misgivings
by others in the administration.
"It is rather clear that Oliver
North was acting under the aegis
of Director Casey at this time"
asked Sen. William Cohen. R.
Maine
((bert'd on page 2)

Robert McFarlane

Oliver North

Third-day testinion,
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Anti-drug marh set
for Saturday in city
In an effort to teach children to
say no to drugs, a "Just Say No"
march wth be held Saturday at
1:30 p.m from Murray State's aorta Center to the depot area of the
Murray Calloway County Park,
event coordinator Judy Ingersoll
said
The parade, sponsored by the
Just Say No clubs of Calloway
County and the Murray Optimist
Club, is in conjunction with
similar walks across the country
on Saturday.

Beshear headquarters open through election

Balloons commemorating the
event will be sold beginning at 1
p.m. at the Ouris Center. The
balloons will be released at the
end of the parade.
A short program at the depot
will follow, featuring Canton
entertainer Joey Davis.
Radio stations WSJP and
WAAW/WNBS are also participating in the event, with
everyone encouraged to join the
walk and,or the the rally in park

Calloway County High School Just Say No Club sponsor Debbie Bell,
parade coordinator Judy Ingersoll and Just Say No Club member Raybo
Dunn plan the activities for Saturday's parade. The Just Say No walk
begins at 1:30 p.m. at the (Airris Center and proceeds to the Murray
(nhoway County Park.

Weekend Sale

McFarlane...
(Coat'd from page 1)
"Yes, sir," McFarlane
responded.
McFarlane and others have said
repeatedly that North told them he
always acted on higher authority,
and investigators have questioned
for months how a Marine lieutenant colonel on the National
Security Council staff could cut as
wide a swath through U.S. foreign
policy as North seemed to have
done.
"I became aware in the fall of
'85 that 011ie (North) had more
contact than I'd realized with the
director," McFarlane said. "And
he mentioned and I think it was entirely offhand and intended comically at one point to say that the
director had volunteered a million
dollars.
"And he laughed and I think it
probably was comic. But it was
expressive of the relationship.
That surprised me."

Task force...

Our scrub shirt

For knocking around or lust hanging out, mix and
match these colorful beachwear casuals Start
with our sleeveless scrub shin in your choice of
coiorful screen prints Complete your outfit with
Our colorful and comfortable knee buster shorts
A1,
/2 aiiable in men s sizes

Knee buster shorts

Save in Our Junior
Department
20% to 40% off
Selected Name Brand Jeans
*includes Playmates HuntClubs Brittanias
Manishas Hunt Clubs Jordaches and Tour
de Frances
Reg 14 99 to 34 00

Now 8.99

35% off

25% off

Hunt Club' for Juniors

Gearing Up' Camp Shirt
•One pocket design
•1 00% Cotton
'Assorted prints and solids
Reg $16

Now 9.99
Pro:7
?

'Stripes, solids & plaids
*Over 250 to choose from
•Two pocket design
Reg 1099

Now 3.99 t24.99
•Fashion Knit Polo Shirts
.100% Cotton
'Assorted Solids
Reg 16 00

,
4
1
frek.frIS

Entire line of Jr. Camp Shirts
•l00% Cotton

Now 11.99

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9
Sun. 12:30 to 5:30

((oord from page 1)
force's plan concerning the wafer
quality problems in the Kentucky
Reservoir.
The first phase of the proposed
plan handles the feasability of
minimal flows, aquatic plant
management, public education,
and basic monitoring of the water
quality on a regular basis. This information would then be put in a
bulletin.
The second phase deals with the
monitoring of the fish and mussel
problems, the close watch of the
distribution of toxics, and where
the distribution will take place.
The third phase is the protection
plan. It deals with primary
aquatic life production in the
reservoir, locating non-point
pollution sources, evaluating food
chains, evaluating industrial effluents, the economic analysis of
reservoir resources, evaluating
the fluctuating water temperature
and its relationship to fish mortality, and the general management
of the water quality.
According to task force reports,
the peer review committee suggested that the task force may
want to "focus on another model
and see how that system
operates."
Urban did report that the effluents coming from the Tennessee Pulp and Paper Company
were not hurting the reservoir
water as it was earlier thought.
"The task force is moving rapidly and I am very pleased," Urban
said. "But there are a lot of questions and I will have to decide
which questions are most important. It just takes time."

Girl critical after
jumping from pickup
Amy M. Pyle, 17, of Rt. 2, Murray was listed in critical but stable
condition at Western Baptist
Hospital this morning after she
jumped from the bed of a pick-up
truck Wednesday while riding on
Kentucky 1660, one mile west of
Murray, according to a
spokesman for the Kentucky State
Police and hospital reports.
The KSP spokesman said the incident occurred at approximately
5:45 p.m. while the driver of the
truck, Roger G. Futrell, 18, Rt. 7,
Murray, was west bound on 1660
The spokesman gave no explaination for the girl's action, but
said she "jumped out," striking
her head on the pavement
Pyle was taken to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
later transferred to Western Baptist in Paduach.
KSP Trooper Kenneth Oakley
investigated the incident.

Meetings slated
The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session tonight at
7:30 p.m. in City Hall.
The Calloway County School
Board is scheduled to meet at 6:30
P.m- tonight.
Also, the Murray City School
Board will meet tonight at 7:30
p.m.

Beshear for Governor campaign headquarters at 110 N. 12th St. in
Murray will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday
through the primary election on Tuesday, May 26.
Charles L. (Leroy) Eldridge, chairman of the Beshear for Governor Steering Conunittee in Murray and Calloway County, said visitors
are welcome and campaign materials are available at the headquarters The telephone number is 759-9227
He added that anyone interested in working as a volunteer in behalf
of Beshear during the remainder of the primary campaign or during
the fall general election campaign can visit &call the headquarters
Carl Durham and Violet Johnson are serving as chairman and chairwoman of the Headquarters Subcommittee for the Beshear campaign
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The political action committee of the
Kentucky Federation of Business and Professional Women on
Wednesday endorsed Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear and pledged $2,500 for
his campaign for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination.
Merryman Kemp, chairwoman of the political action committee,
said Beshear has worked with the group many times over the years
on issues such as equitable pay.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API — Former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. picked
up endorsements from a host of Democratic state lawmakers in his
campaign for a second term on Wednesday.
House Speaker Don Blandford of Philpot said Brown is the only
candidate who has not made wild promises that cannot be kept
without a major tax increase
"Kentucky cannot afford to have its future ransomed," Blandford
said during a news conference in the Capitol Rotunda.
Blandford and Sen. Joe Wright of Breckinridge County said Brown
dealt with the General Assembly as an even partner during his first
term and promoted legislative independence.
Brown joked with the lawmakers that, "I deserve your endorsement; you deserve my endorsement."
Eight senators and 20 representatives joined in the endorsement.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Sherleen Sisney, a Democratic
candidate for superintendent of public instruction, says she will
create a special office in the Department of Education to help retired
teachers.
The office will help retired educators who want to remain active 'n
such areas as providing remedial assistance to children or tutoring L'
adult education programs.

Cities...
(Coard from page 1)
Tuesday, only the second time it
had convened outside Frankfort.
The previous occasion was in
Louisville in 1985.
Stephens said further efforts to
expose the legal system to public
attention include a film to be produced with a $60,000 donation from
charitable groups and a possible
visit by the high court to Lexington
In September.
Sept. 17 marks the 200th anniversary of the signing of the U.S.
Constitution. Stephens said his
wife suggested the court mark the
occasion with another trip.
"She came up with the idea that
we should go to Lexington and invite all of the law students, the

Operator...
((bard from page 1)
ing Deer Camp for Boys on Kentucky Lake.
The pornography charge stems
from a Feb. 6 incident in which
police opened and checked Taggart's van after it was reported as
a suspicious vehicle parked in an
empty lot, Charkewycz said.
Police found Taggart in the van
with a young boy and a cache of
photographs and negatives of naked campers, he said.
Taggart, a former school
teacher in Wisconsin, Kentucky
and Tennessee, was convicted in
1968 in Tennessee on charges of
"crimes against nature," stemming from the sexual molestation of
three boys while he was teaching
fifth grade there.
He served a year in a Tennessee
prison for the conviction.

AT&T's long
distance rates
are scheduled
to drop July 1
WASHINGTON (AP) —
American Telephone k Telegraph
Co. announced Wednesday it plans
to cut its long-distance rates by
about 4.8 percent on July 1 to
reflect a government-ordered increase in the subscriber line
charge.
The cut would bring to nearly 16
percent total reductions in AT&T's
long-distance prices this year and
nearly 34 percent since the Bell
system was broken up three years
ago
AT&T is the nation's largest provider of long-distance telephone
service
The latest reduction results
from a Federal Communications
Commission order that increases
the $2 subscriber line charge by
$1.50 increase over the next two
years, beginning July 1.
That charge helps pay the cost
of the wire that connects a
customer's telephone to the phone
company's central office. The cost
also is subsidised by long-distance
rates, so as the subscribers' share
is increased by a higher line
charge, the long-distance subsidy
I. reduced

lawyers and just anybody else and
maybe have 1,500 people," said
Stephens, who is from Lexington.
He said he would urge his fellow
justices to support the plan. "I
don't know whether the court will
buy that or not, but it's a wonderful idea."
The chief justice said the public
has benefited from such changes
as the decision to allow cameras in
Kentucky courtrooms. Stephens
said he had heard no complaints
resulting from the presence of
cameras. Neither had Justice
Charles Leibson.
"My experience was that four or
five minutes after people get into
it, the lawyers, the witnesses, the
jurors and everybody forgets
about the cameras," Leibson said.
Sixth- and seventh-graders from
Owensboro Middle School who attended Wednesday's session asked
sometimes pointed questions
about such matters as the chief
justice's age (59), capital punishment, the objectivity of judges and
why there were no women on the
panel of seven.
"It's only been within the last
few years that large numbers of
women have been going to law
school," answered Justice Joseph
Lambert of Mt. Vernon, whose
wife just completed her first year
of law school.
"So I think it's entirely probable
that within the next ten years you
will see more and more women as
judges at every level."
One pupil asked about how the
justices made their decisions.
"Most cases, when they get to
our stage, have good arguments
on both sides," Leibson said. "We
don't really decide so much between right and wrong, it's not
black and white.
"You have to ultimately push
yourself even though you are'
neutral about it, to study, study,
study and then you can say this
side is more right than this side."
Among the three cases heard by
the justices Wednesday was the
commonwealth's appeal of a
lower court decision striking down
the "truth in sentencing" law.
The measure requires people
convicted of violent crimes to
serve at least half their sentences
before being eligible for parole. It
also requires that the jury be told
about parole procedure and about
the offender's criminal history.
Daviess Circuit Judge Robert
Short ruled the law unconstitutional in a case involving a man
who was charged with sodomy.
The man was acquitted last year,
but the attorney general's office is
seeking a reversal of Short's ruling against the statute.
"The way (the law) works now,
we send the jury back and they
guess about parole," argued Ian
Sonego, representing the
commonwealth.
But Mark Posnarisky, representing the Department of Public Advocacy, said the law gives an unfair advantage to the prosecution
in cases and is poorly written
"The statute says we shall tell
the jury about parole eligibility,"
Leibson said. "I cannot conceive
what we would tell them about
parole eligibility. They (the parole
board) change the rules whenever
they feel like it, they ignore the
rules whenever they feel like it."
Written decisions in the three
cases could be expected in three to
four months, Stephens said
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters To The Editor

Space technology beneficial
to all of us, Winchester says
Dear Editor:
f%

A letter by Lesia Nesbitt which
was published on May 12 raised
several questions which demanded
response.She quoted a line from a
song where a baby died because
"she couldn't afford to feed it..."
and then tried to make a link between bad economic conditions and
the space program. I would ask
Lesia and other readers to consider
where jobs to feed children
originate. Do they come from
government handouts which only
consume capital or do they come
from investments which create
wealth? During the decades of active space exploration America had
the highest level of technological
development in the world. Our
modern computers, medical
devices, communications, and
agriculture are all based on those
major discoveries that "haven't
even slightly affected our lives on
Earth." Our country spends more
money in one year on weapons to
kill those children on television
than has been spent on space
research in twenty years. Our
government has a problem with
priorities — but it is in the opposite
direction from that suggested by
Ms. Nesbitt. Which is better — to
give a person a fifty-dollar bill or
give him a job which pays a regular
wage and produces growth which
can be shared by all? I say that the
child with the bloated belly and
toothpick arms is much more
significant than the dust on the
moon — but if the satellite
technology can enable weather
prediction that might help improve
crop yeilds in the child's country,
or if improvements in soil utilizations can help feed the child, dr if

the communications satellite can
let me see the plight of the child and
mobilize me to attempt to aid then
all the money spent in our country,
paying people who build satellites,
analyze the data. design the Space
Shuttles and fill all the other roles
involved in developing the future
for all of us is money well spent.
Money spent on the space program
goes to pay the wages of the truck
driven, machinists, laborers and
other workers — the money is not
hauled into orbit and left there.
In my lifetime the United States
has gone from a nation on the
leading edge of the future to a nation in danger of becomjng a minor
fifth-rate dabbler with no courage,
no conviction, no hope, and no
future.In twelve years there will be
many factories and space stations
producing products to be sold on
earth. If we are not active in the
development of these industries it
will be too late to catchup,and our
present trade problems will fade
and be fondly remembered as a
time when we had only six percent
unemployment.
"Sister killed her baby because
she couldn't afford to feed her..."
should end with the following words
"because her country didn't care
enough to develop the technology to
compete on a world scale, our industries died therefore she couldn't
get a job." We must push forward
to return to space, to develop our
technology, to update our industrial
base into the next century. Any
other course leads downward into
a world where a lot of children suffer, and many of them will be ours.
Sincerely,
Randall Winchester
Box 2T70 University Station
Murray, KY 42071

Retiree supports Barber campaign
for state superintendent of schools
Dear Editor:
and at ease as he described his exRegarding the May 26th primary ceptional qualifications and outlinelection for the office of Superinten- ed his comprehensive program for
dent of Public Instruction, I would the betterment of education in Kenappreciate your printing the tucky. Following the Tuesday, May
following:
26th primary, it will be nice to know
BARBER OFFERS
that we have nominated a man
LEADERSHIP
already familiar with the duties of
Recently I retired from federal the office and respected by supgovernment service and have settl- porters and critics alike. I urge you
ed permanently in Kentucky. to vote for and support Raymond
Throughout my career, I had the Barber for Superintendent of
good fortune to live in communities Public Instruction.
that valued education and supI appreciate the paper giving me
ported their school systems with the the chance to voice my opinion
top-notch talent. Kentucky is for- about the candidacy of Raymond
tunate to have the opportunity to Barber.
elect a man of the caliber of RaySincerely,
mond Barber to lead its schools.
David Parker
I met Barber at a get-acquainted
Retired Federal Employee
session of interested voters a few
1821 Windsor Place
weeks ago. He was unpretentious
Louisville, KY 40204

Former Murrayan stumping for Maggard
Dear Editor:
ambition, and willingness to perAs a former resident of Mayfield, form the duties of the office. He's
Tri-City, and Murray (also a stu- the kind who welcomes doing
dent of the college back in 1926) I favors for friends and associates
feel free to offer the voters a can- and asks nothing in return except
didate for the office of Secretary of maybe a pat on the back. Don't
State in the person of Jim "Moun- know of another representative
tain Man" Maggard. At the who has served three terms
favorable age of 41, he has energy, already as eager to do for his state
as Jim. He's a go-getter and one
who stays in high gear.
I 'don't pose as a politician and
think of Maggard as promoter
Dear Editor:
As it usually happens when rather than a politician whose
thanking people, someone is family members were brought up
at a coal mine with hard work as
always missed.
So, I wish to make amends for an their daily routine. I'm certain
oversight on my part.
Maggard will perform the duties
The Ladies of the Murray Art prescribed by the office with effiGuild were most supportive and ciency and honor. Although a resiworked long hours on the Spring dent of Breathitt and Perry Counties, he has a statewide point of
Potpourri at the Library.
Thank you Barbara Gardner, view. I hope you voters will
Marie Tucker, Nancy Williams and remember Maggard,come election
Marge Vandergrift.
day.
Sincerely,
Yours,
Lois Ruiz
Slayden Douthitt
Jackson, KY
Rt. 5, Murray, KY 42071
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Garrott's Galley

Louise Mandrel]benefit weekend
packed with all kinds offun things
I was playing golf at Kentucky
Dam Village last weekend with
Leo Green, one of my friends with
Channel 6, WPSD—TV, In
Paducah.
He got to telling me about the
7th annual Louise Mandrell
Benefit, the big golf and tennis
weekend they have over there
every year. All its proceeds go
toward helping handicapped
children in our area — a good
cause.
This is a first-class, blue-chip affair. This year it's set for Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, June 19-21.
They have it broken down into
three different "packages" — a
golf weekend, a social weekend
and a tennis weekend.
Each package also includes one
"guest." This may be your wife,
or, if you are accustomed to spending an occasional weekend like
Gary Hart apparently likes to,
whomever.
Regardless of which package
you choose, you will have a room
at the Executive Inn Riverfront in
Paducah for Friday and Saturday
nights, all weekend meals for the
two of you, two tickets to Miss
Mandrell's concert and admission
to all the other weekend events,
which Leo says, includes celebrity
softball and a Hawaiian Luau.
• • •
If you wish to participate in the
golf weekend — the charge for
which is $350 — you'll get to play in
the two-day tournament at the
Rolling Hills Country Club. And,

you just might wind up with a
celebrity on your team.
If you wish for your wife or guest
to play in the golf tournament also,
then you'll have to add $150 to the
original package tab.
The social package includes all
the same basic goodies as the golf
package with exception of participation in the golf tournament.
The charge for it is $250.
That leaves the tennis package
whose tag reads $275 plus $25 if the
guest also wants to play tennis.
This includes participation in toprated doubles tournaments for
both men and women as well as
mixed doubles competitions.
Leo tells me, too, that this can
be a real family weekend with
special events planned just for the
ladles as well as the entire day,
Saturday, being devoted to activities for the children.
There's a $25 per child fee for
each child staying in the same
room with two adults. This includes all its meals and participation in the children's events,
although tickets to Miss Mandrell's concert must be purchased
separately for them if they wish to
attend.
That would be a pretty good way
to spend a great weekend, but the
greatest part is that the money
raised will benefit the region's
handicapped children.
• • •
Leo has been closely associated
with the Mandrell Benefit from
the very outset, and maintains a
close ijaison with the singer, keep-

ing her informed on developing
plans, where the money raised
goes and the like.
He makes frequent trips to
Nashville to meet with her and
those who work with her, and on
several occasions has been a dinner guest in her home.
"She really enjoys this weekend
In Paducah," he says, "and she
looks forward to it every year. She
is one great person, and it has
been a real privilege to work as
closely with her as I have."
She'll be at the golf and tennis
tournaments and popping up at the
other events, he said, posing for
pictures, signing autographs and
thanking participants for coming.
Just to spend a weekend at the
Executive Inn Riverfront is
something in itself! Wow! But to
have all those other exciting and
fun things to do could make it one
you'd never forget. I hope a lot of
you will participate, and I know
the handicapped youngsters do
too.
• • •
And, let's not forget the Murray
Rotary Club's 3rd annual Charity
Golf Tournament this coming
weekend, Saturday and Sunday,
out east of town at the Frances E.
Miller course.
All proceeds from it, like those
from the Mandrel! weekend, also
will be used to help support the
club's charity projects.
This year's tournament is a two.
player team scramble affair —
two men, two women, a man or a

woman, whichever — with
fighting done after the first day's
play. The $40 per player entry fee
also includes's practive round
tomorrow, Friday, as well as
lunch on Saturday. Carts are extra, although you can bring your
own cart if you have one.
Mike Holton is the tounament
chairman again this year. He and
his committee have pulled
together more than $8,000 in merchandise prizes for the winners in
five flights, including one for
golfers 50 years old and older —
the senior division.
There's also something special
to shoot for on the 174-yard, lakeguarded 18th hole. The first participant in the tournament to score
a hole in one on that hole will have
his or her choice of a Ford Ranger
light truck or a two-door Ford
Escort car, both provided by
Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury in
Murray.
Mike says there's still room for
a few more teams in the tournament, so if you and a partner have
been thinking about playing, now
is the time to call the pro shop at
the Miller course and get a starting time.
Scrambles are great fun in golf.
Both you and your partner hit each
shot. The best of two shots —
either distancewise or positionwise — is then selected, and both
hit again from that spot. And, so
on around the course. An even par
In a scramble won't win a Diet
Pepsi.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Kim Weitheford, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Weatherford, and
eighth grade student at East
Calloway Elementary School, was
winner of the annual History Contest for local eighth grade
students, sponsored by Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Calloway County High School
Lakers for the championship of
District High School Baseball
Tournament. Brad Taylor pitched
a no-hitter for Murray. Tommy
Chadwick was the Calloway
pitcher.
Gary R. Haverstock and
William Phillips, Murray lawyers,
were among 135 Kentucky attorneys who attended the fifth annual Public Defender Training
Seminar in Louisville.

Twenty years ago
Linda Duncan, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas V. Duncan, is
valedictorian and Pat Broach,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy B.
Broach, is salutatorian of 1967
graduating class of Puryear High
School.

GIR AFFITN®

Thirty years ago
1967 MeN•ught Sysd l!c
Karl Warming has resigned as
administrator of Murray Hospital,
according to George Hart, chairman of the hospital board. Warming has taken a position at
Elizabethtown.
Camp Sacajawea has been
selected as the name for Girl
Tom Williams, son of James C. Scout Day Camp,
according to
and Jo Cleta Williams of Murray, Jessie Fay Young,
1957
Day Camp
graduated from Marine basic director. The name was
submitted
training at Parris Island, S.C., on by Beverly Lassiter
of
Troop
20.
May 11. He now is taking technical
Prudence
McKinney,
training at Camp Lejeune, N.C.
graduating senior at Murray
Jimmy Nix, a senior at Murray Training School and member
of
State University, has been granted MTS Orchestra, has
been
named
a National Science Foundation as the recipient of Anion FoundaTraineeship at State University of tion Award
given by Murray Lions
New York at Buffalo.
Club at annual spring concert of
Larry Ryan and Dwain Gibbs orchestra.
are pictured with 56 croppie and
Mrs. John Warren presented a
four bass caught while fishing out lesson on "Finishing Slip Covers"
5-lit
of Morgan's Boat Dock on Ken- at a meeting of Harris Grove
tucky Lake.
Homemakers Club.
Editor's note: The following article was written by
•
•
•
McPherson for Shelia Cribs''s feature
amg
writing class at Murray State University.
Emerson said he believes the
"One time a guy ordered a sisted of a grandmother, her
reason people come back and stand
chocolate Coke and I thought I was daughter and granddaughter all
In line is because of the food.
gonna get sick or something," working on the same shift.
"I use the original Dairy Queen Thurmond said. However, EmerHe now has about 35 employees.
formula that was developed back in son stated that he did like the
We work hard but we have a lot
1948," he said. "I use only the best chocolate.
of fun too," he said.
ingredients too, they cost more but
Mary Jo Simmons, another
Emerson's workers range from
they're worth it."
employee from Murray, said the local high school and college girls
I like the ice cream, it has a dif- strangest order she had ever taken who scurry around inside getting
ferent texture, it's more rich
was a blizzard with everything in it. orders together to middle-aged
tasting," Joan Lucas-Roches, a
Emerson said satisfaction of the ladies on the morning shift.
graduate exchange student from
customers is a must. "If they want
Central America, said. "We have a small hot dog and all we have is
Emerson's need to please his
ice cream where I'm ,from but not a foot long then we'll cut it in half customers seems to have rubbed
as good as this."
and serve it to them."
off on his staff.
Food may not be the only reason
"Sometimes people will come up
people stop though.
and buy whole buckets of ice
"We have to make sure we fill the
"I think it's the location," Gary cream," Thurmond said.
shakes all the way to the full line
Brockway of Murray said. "People
Strange orders aren't the only in- or even a little higher,"
stop to eat on impulse but the food teresting thing about the Dairy said. "One time Thurmond
they (the
is good. I like the shakes myself." Queen.
distributor) sent us some cups that
Brockway's 10-year-old daughter
Emerson
recalled
some were too small, Mr. Emerson got
knows exactly what she likes about distinguished former employees at kinds upset. He wants
to make sure
the Dairy Queen.
the Dairy Queen.
the people get what they pay for."
"Eating," she exclaims.
"Alex Harvey worked for me for
"It's psychological, people will me while he got his education
Simmons, who started working
be lined up March 1,(when it opens here," he said.
this March, said she likes working
each year) whether it's snowing or
Harvey is the songwriter who there and especially working with
sunny just because it's spring," wrote the 1970s hit "Delta Dawn" Mr.
Emerson.
Emerson said.
and "Ruby Red Dress," both sung
It is obvious to get people to keep by Helen Reddy. Harvey also acts
"He's always so nice and he's
coming back as often as they do and most recenty appeared in an always giving us food to eat and
they must enjoy the food. Through epsiode of "Houston Nights," a telling us these funny stories of the
the years, Emerson said, one item prime-time television series.
things he's done." she said. "You
has been ordered more than any
Emerson said other musicians just never know what he's gonna do
other, the chocolate shake. He said who worked for him are now suc- or say,a lot of times he'll go out and
chili dogs come in second and bliz- cessful with their careers in start up conversations with the peozards are third.
Nashville.
ple in line."
"Blizzards are the hottest thing
"One guy who worked for me is
Dairy Queen has come up with in now an executive for J.C. Penney's
The lines keep getting longer,
a long time," Emerson said.
over the whole Eastern section of some days longer than others, but
"When I first got started here, the U.S.
always long. Perhaps there are
Dairy Queen only had cones, sun"Another guy is a diamond mer- many reasons for their length —
daes, banana splits and milk
the quality food, the location, the
shakes, we didn't even have soft chant in New York who sends out friendly atmosphere and service —
limousines to those who do business
drinks," he said.
but Emerson knows it's what those
This is a small menu compared with him," Emerson said.
lines are made of that makes things
to today's menu but sometimes
click at the Dairy Queen, the
He also said many former
even a larger menu doesn't satisfy
employees have gone on to become people.
some people's tastes.
exceptions, doctors, lawyers and businessmen.
"There
are
"The thing I like most about this
really
order
sometimes people
job is the people, they make it
Once, Emerson said, he had a work."
gross tldnp," Kendra Thurmond,
an employee from Murray. said. family working for him that con-

Dairy Queen: Murray Institution
Whether it's raining, snowing or
clear and sunny, there will almost
always be two long lines of people
standing in front of the Dairy
Queen in Murray.
The two lines will be even in
legrith, but they vary in height
because young or old,small or tall,
just about everyone loves to venture to the eatery. The Dairy Queen
acts as a magnet and pulls people
in from all around Western
Kentucky.
From its looks few would believe
it to be a successful store.
"Paint and duct tape are the only things holding it together," Tom
Emerson,owner and manager said
with a huge grin on his round,
friendly face.
It is a little white building enclosed in large plate glass canopy extending from the roof to the edge of
the Main Street sidewalk. An oldfashioned white picnic bench sits
off to the side where some eat and
socialize after they get their treats.
Emerson, who at one time had an
uncle who owned Dairy Queen franchises in Kentucky, bought the
store here in 1955. He also had eight
relatives who worked with Dairy
Queen businesses in Kentucky and
one in Indiana. He is now the only
family member left with, a
franchise.
The 32 years of operation have included generations of customers.
"I've had people coming back
here to eat for 30 years," Emerson
said. "In the fifties parents would
come,in the sixties thier kids would
come and now those people's kids
are coming."
Robert Kelso of Lynn Grove is
one of those faithful customers.
Kelso said that before World War
II he used to clerk in a store that
stood where the Dairy Queen
stands now.
"I've been coming here since it
"Kelso said."I come here
=
dn
ace a week and treat my
grandkids."
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their race or their occupations a
library spokesman said
The exhibit displays the images
in four general groups representing areas found repeatedly in the
various collections. The themes
are Family Life, Work, Transportation, and The Good Old
Summertime
Often dramatic or charming as
Individual images, the
photographs as a group show the
things Kentuckians in the past
considered important. Modern
Kentuckians will find that their
concerns parallel those of their
ancestors as portrayed in this
fascinating exhibit
The exhibit is free and open to
the public. Hours are 9 a.m. to 8
p.m., Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday. and 1 to 5
p.m., Sunday.

"Reflections of the Past: A Kentucky Sampler" will be on display
in the meeting room of the
Calloway County Public Library
through Friday, May 22.
This exhibit presents the viewer
with a sampling of photographic
images from the holdings of over
300 libraries and archives across
Kentucky

'
•

--.
•

•

The images were selected with
great sensitivity from the more
than two million photographs in
those collections. The resulting exhibit is a portrait of life as experienced by Kentuckians.
Indeed, it "aims to recreate the
sense of a giant family album,"
and the images recall family and
individual memories of Kentuckians, regardless of their area
of the state, their social standing,

Ledger & Times

DATEBOOK

Kentucky life exhibit now
at Calloway Public Library

1,•-•
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Softball tournament planned

Choirs' concert at Calloway High

A Men's Softball Slow Pitch Class A and B tournament will be at
Mayfield-Graves County Park, Mayfield. on May z2, 23 and 24. This will
be sponsored by Mayfield-Graves County Parks Department. The entry
fee will be $70. For information call Mark Shelton at 1-247-0049.

The Calloway County High and Middle School Choirs will present their
spring concert on Sunday, May 17, at 3 p.m. in the high school cafeteria.
The Concert Choir, Chamber Singers, Girls Choir, Show Choir and Middle School Choir will all share in the performance of a variety of choral
music. There is no admission charge and the public is invited to attend,
according to Anne Lough, director of choral music at the schools

Singing at St. John 's Church
A gospel singing will be at St. John's Baptist Church on Saturday, May
16, at 7:30 p.m. This wilt,feature the Gospel Supremes of McKenzie,
Tenn. The event will be sponsored by the Youth Department who invites
the public to attend.

Memorial choirs plan outing
Children's Choirs of Memorial Baptist Church will have an "End of
School Outing" on Friday, May 15. The group will meet at 4 p.m. and
then go to Show Biz Pizza and Movie at Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah.

Darrell Harris at Fort Benjamin
PV .2 Darrell Harris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Harris of Murray,
has completed a course of basic training and combat readiness at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. He now is assigned to 2nd Battalion Company A at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind., taking a course of financial
and administrative work for military personnel. He expects to complete the course in eight weeks.

Isaac Anthony Portillos born
Mr and Mrs. Joe A. Portillos of 1622 Farmer Ave., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Isaac Anthony, weighing nine pounds 14 ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Friday, April 24, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Elizabeth Garza. Their other
children are Joe, Jessie, Jack and Rebekah Ann. Grandparents are Joe
Portillos and Shirley Portillos, Springer, N.M., and Silvina Garza, San
Antonio, Texas. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Beatrice Roy of Springer,
N.M.

Homecoming at Martin's Chaf)el
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday, May 17, Dr. William Vaughn,superintendent of
the Paris District of the United Methodist Church, will speak at 11 a.m.
service. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m, with a potluck lunch with
barbecue at 12 noon. A gospel singing featuring The Watchmen from
Farmington will start at 1:90 p.m. The public is invited and urged to attend. Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery should go to Joe Ed
Gibbs, 9114 North 16th St., Murray.

Mark Cooper attends event
Mark Cooper, son of Mr. and Mrs. James Cooper, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Lynn Grove community, recently visited the Holder-Kennedy Public
Relations Agency in Nashville, Tenn., along with seven other members
of the Murray State University Public Relations Club. A junior journalism major, Cooper also serves as president of the public relations
club.

Palestine Church plans singing
The Shelton Singers will be featured at a gospel singing on Saturday,
May 16, at 7 p.m. at Palestine United Methodist Church. The public is in
to attend this special gospel singing.

Koh,.

R.M. Conoley is graduate
R,olan Malcom Conoley of Murray was among 1,052 candidates for
degrees presented during commencement exercises on May 9 at The
University of Mississippi, University Miss. Conoley was a candidate for
a bachelor of science in geology degree.

Concert at Dixieland
OUTDOOR CONCERT SATURDAY — The Liberty Boys, top left
photo, The Seekers, top right photo, and The King's Sons, side photo,
will present an outdoor concert of gospel music on Saturday, May 11,
at 6 p.m. is the Dixieland Center as Chestnut Street. Chairs will be
provided or persons may listen from their cars. This special concert
is being sponsored by the University Baptist Mission in the Dixieland
Center. The public is invited to attend, a mission spokesman said.
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Murray Christian Women's Club
will have a "Great Get-A-Way"
luncheon on Tuesday, May 19,
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. The cost will be
$4.50 per person and the public is
Invited to attend.
The featured speaker will be
Martha Reardon of Memphis,
Tenn. The wife of a dentist and
mother of two children, she is a
graduate of the University of
Alabama. She and her husband
have spoken at several Christian
Women's Clubs
A travel logue on family vaca-

ANNIVERSARY/HONEYMOON PACKAGE
includes
•Deluxe King Leisure Room
•Romantic Dinner for Two at the Boston Tea Party
(Dsnner includes 2-8 oz. Ribeye Steaks Plus Bevernge)

*Flowers & Non-Akoholic Champagne Awaiting Room Arrive,

The wedding of Miss Karen J.
Mitchell and Harry A. Gill will be
solemnized on Saturday, May 23,
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of First
Baptist Church, Murray.
Persons are asked to note the
change in place from the previous
announcement.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.

$65
502-753-5986
Must ask for "Anniversary
Honeymoon Package" at
the time of the reserve
lions Package limited to

Kathy McKinzie gets degree
Kathy McKinzie, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Ronna of Murray, and the wife of Albert McKinzie of Greeneville, Tenn., was
graduated May 3 from Tusculum College, Greeneville, with a Master of
Arts in Education degree. She is a recipient of one of the first graduate
degrees awarded by Tusculum it its 193-year history. She has a 4.0 GPA.
McKinsie is employed by Tusculum College in the position of assistant
dean of students. She has four children, ICristopher Larson, 11, Brad
McKinzie, 14, Scott McKinzie, 18, and Mike McKinzie, 21. She was voted
Outstanding Young Woman in 1987.

All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Miss Mitchell is the daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Melton Mitchell of
Murray. She is the granddaughter
of the late Elmus and Louisa Mitchell and of the late ToWe and
Eural Chrismazi.
Mr. Gill is the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Harry A. Gill Sr., of
Buchanan, Tenn. He is the grandson of the late Harry B. and
Lucille Gill and of the late Rufus
and Vera Skipper.

Cancellations for the nursery can
be made until 11 a.m. Tuesday by
calling Murdena Simmons,
T59-1860.
"Christian Women's Club is an
international organization with
2,200 clubs throughout the world
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who meet monthly. There is no
formal membership, thus no dues
or special requirements. There is
no affiliation with any other clubs
or with any particular religious
denomination," said Mrs.
Kramer, local chairman.

Membership applications
approved by Murray Board
Five family membership applications and one single were approved by the board of directors of
Murray Country Club at its last
regular monthly meeting.
The family memberships approved were those of: Robert Ana
Billington, 920 North 18th St.; Ed
and Denie Logan, 1710 Audubon;
Joe and Dana Stonecipher, 1700
College Farm Rd.; Joe G. Sr. and
Marie Chaney, 308 Oakdale; and
Lee and Rhonda Hudson, 1505
Diuguid Dr.
The single membership was that
of Aileen Castrale, New Concord,
a retired nurse.
The board also approved a plan
presented by Rick Garland,
clubhouse manager, for a twilight
golf "kickoff dinner" June 5 at
which time the summer's
schedule and plans for the pro-
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For Reservatrons

tions will be presented by a
representative of Far Lands
Travel Agency.
Special music will be presented
by Dottie Kramer, a registered
nurse and chairman of the local
Christian Women's Club.
Reservations and cancellations
for the luncheon must be made by
Monday, May 18, at 12 noon with
Norma Paschall, 753-6931, or
Freda Lovett, 753-3999.
A nursery at a cost of $1 per
family will be provided for
preschoolers at Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Main Streets.

Mitchell-Gill wedding will
be at First Baptist Church

presents

Local Phone -

A gospel singing featuring "The Sounds of Faith" will be Saturday,
May 16, at 7 p.m. at Bethel United Methodist Church, located off
Highway 94 East onto Van Cleve Road then onto Bethel Church Road.

Christian Women's Club plans luncheon
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Excellence as your next

Bethel Church plans singing
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gram will be outlined. Reservations for the dinner are necessary.
Also the board accepted the
club's ladies' tennis organisation's
offer to buy and install an
automatic ice maker at the tennis
pro show at an estimated expenditure of $1,000.
A 50-cent increase in the cost of
the ladies' day luncheons, from $3
to $3.50 per person, also was approved. The May ladies' day luncheon is scheduled May 13 with
Georgianna Moffitt and Patsy
Miller as co-chairmen.
The men's monthly stag night
also is scheduled for Thursday,
May 14, with Dwain Gibbs as the
chairman. Assisting him will be
Jack Wallis, Dean Alexander and
Tom Shirley.
The club's lady golfers are urged to sign up and participate in the
19th annual George Hart Invitational Tournament, scheduled for
June 3. Betty Scott and Frances
Hulse are its co-chairmen.
The 1967 tennis season at the
club will be kicked off with A tournament Friday and Saturday,
May 15 and 16, with play in both
men and ladies' doubles.. Hors
d'oeuvres and refreshments will
be served during the Friday evening activities. The club pro, Bruce
Payne is the tournament
manager.

kit
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THE TROPICS

Cheri Theatre Lobby

Hwy 841 South Murray

'SUPER SPECIALS'

901 Coldwater Road
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Bradley-Pace vows solemnized
Miss Charlotte Howell Bradley
and Ronnie Lynn Pace were married in a winter ceremony at St.
Thomas More Catholic Church,
Paducah
Fr Lucian Hayden officiated at
the ceremony. A program of
music was presented by Caroline
Bolh, organist, and Bonnie Jones,
vocalist.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
John W. Bradley Jr., of Paducah.
She is the granddaughter of John
W. Bradley Sr., and the late Mrs.
Phyllis Jacks Bradlpy and of Mrs.
Dexter ltiowell, all k,,,Paducah.
The groom is the son of Mrs.
Lillie Mae Pace. He is the grandson of Mrs. Opehilia Stalls Pace
and the late Frank Pace, all of
Murray.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her grandfather and given
In marriage by her mother.
Mrs. Timothy Kopischke of
Kevil was the matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Thomas
Nichols, sister of the bride, and
Mrs. Van Hoy, cousin of the bride,
both of Paducah.
Darren Hooper of Murray served as bestman. Groomsmen were
David Emerson of Murray and
Bruce D. Wolfe of Crane, Ind.,
both brothers-in-law of the groom.
Ushers were David A. Pace of
Murray, brother of the groom,
Thomas Nichols, brother-in-law of
the bride, and Philip Bradley,
brother of the bride, were ushers.
Mrs. David (Mary) Emerson of
Murray, sister of the groom,
presided at the register.
A reception followed at the Old
Metizer House, located at 2111
South 21st St., Paducah, cousin of
The bride's mother was hostess
the bride.
for the rehearsal dinner. The couThe couple left later for a wed- ple presented gifts to their
ding trip to Adam's Mark Hotel at attendants.
St- Louis, Mo. They now are
A bridal shower was given for
residing at Paducah.
the bride by her bridesmaids in

" •YS•dr.d.:(

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ray
Church, officiating.
Their attendants were Martin
and Bronzie Young.
Mrs. Ray, the former Katherine
Parks, is the daughter of the late

the home of Mrs Van Hoy of
Paducah.
On the morning of her wedding
the bride received all of her
crystal and sterling from her
family and friends.

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
You have mixed feelings about
socializing now, but not about having
fun. Home provides the best setting
for romance and recreational pursuits.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
It defeats the purpose to argue
about where to go out for good times.
Some friends get on your nerves,
others are supportive. Tonight is
special.
PISCES
NA.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
*NW
There still could be some resentments left over from yesterday.
Beneficial opportunities arise in your
career, hut do your best to keep
peace at home base.
IF BORN TODAY, you like large
enterprises but are also attentive to
details. A professional career often
appeals to you. Sympathetic by
nature you may be drawn to medicine. An interest in community affairs
could attract you to law and diplomacy.

A

gish

Andrew C. Kellie, an associate
professor in the Department of
Engineering Technology at Murray State University, recently
presented a technical paper titled
"Trigonometric Leveling Using
Electronic Distance Measurement" at the American Congress
on Surveying and Mapping annual
meeting in Baltimore.
The research was a joint effort
of Kellie and Frank R. Young of
Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education, Toowoomba,
Queensland.
"The work which we did suggests ways to combine as a Single
operation surveying procedures
currently done in two stages.
There's little extra time involved
over that required for the first
part of the two stage survey and
precisions are comparable,"
Keine said.
The research, which is included
in the meeting's Conference Proceedings,, was also presented by
Young to the Australian Institute
of Mine Surveyors at its annual
convention in Maitland, New
South Wales.
.
- Kellie received the B.S. and
M.S. degrees from the University
of Maine. He joined the Murray
State faculty in 1982.

Give A Grad
A Coke! Give
Yourself One..

During heated debates in Britain's House of Commons,
members of opposition parties
may not step across the red lines
— two sword lengths apart — in
the chamber's carpet.

JUMPSUITS &

Families needed for foreign
students for next school year
The American Scandanavian
Student Exchange (ASSE)-International is seeking local families
to house 10 outstanding exchange
students hoping to the come to the
United States for the 1987-88
academic year.
These students are fluent in
English and have proven to be of
exemplary character. They are all
covered by comprehensive
medical and liability insurance
and have adequate spending
money for personal needs. The
host family provides room and
board and a measure of love and
guidance.
The non-profit ASSE-ts the only

program approved by the Foreign
Ministries of Education, according to Donnie and Barbara Clark,
local representatives of the ASSE.
"We will work very closely with
each family and the student
throughout the year. You'll meet
other families who have an interest in other culgures and
develop new and lasting friendships," the Clarks said.
Families who wuld like to share
their home and lives for a year and
make friends for life should contact the local area representatives, Donnie and Barbara
Clark, Rt. 4, Box 172C, Benton, Ky.
42025, or call 1-354-8229.

ROMPERS

SIRLOAT's
Light Summer

JACKETS
Chimney Ridge • AJ & Friends
, Regular 22 00 to 52 00 Vo4ues

NOW1
/
3T0 Y2OFF

BARBERSHOP JAMBOREE — The Missing Links Quartet et Murray
will be one of the featured groups at the Barbershop Jamboree Cowen
tonight (Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. in the Old Recital Ball Anse:, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Members of ths
are,
from left, Ruth Eversmeyer, lead, Pat Sanders, ban,
Orafton,
bass, and Joanne Cavitt, tenor. An "AlterOloor will Mew in the
lounge. This is tree and the public is invited.
(

Homeplace Family Restaurant
Oz. Now York Strip
•
'Includes choice of
potato, tossed salad
and french bread

$450

ThuGrso.o-Sdot,
May 14-16

*CHECK OUR DAILY SPECIALS.
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Boneless Fish
Of
Catfish Steaks

475

11008 Coldwater Rd.

•Every
Thurs., Fri.
& Sot Evening
719-1064

Mrs. Lillie Parks Jones of the
Lynn Grove community.
Mr. Ray is the son of the late
Will and Mary ;lane Ray of the
Stella community.

A.C. Kellie
gives paper
at meeting

Frances Drake

body for a change in social plans, but
alternative pleasures make for a very
enjoyable evening. Your love life
blossoms.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Sik
t
It will take you awhile to make
home just the place you want it to be
today, but you will be pleased with
the results. Tonight you're the proud
host or hostess.
LIBRA
(Sept.?.:3 to Oct.22)
If you get a late Iran today, don't
try to rush to make up for lost time'.
Take things in stride and the day
unfolds graciously. Nighttime is best.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
There are some irritations in your
efforts to buy someone a gift, but it
will be worth the effort as you find
the perfect present.Job pluses accrue
now.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You try to throw off the shackles of
self-imposed restraints today. You
can be independent without coming
into conflict with others. The evening
is fun.

ri

•

FOR FRIDAY, MAY 15, 1987
ARIES
(Mar.21 lii Apr. 19)
Olt
You may be too much in a rush
about a weekend getaway. Slow
down and make proper preparations.
Others will work with you as long as
you remain good-natured.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
fir
There's still a tendency to argue
about money. Some research on your
part will clarify your financial picture.
Evening hours favor relaxing pastimes.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Partners could get on each other's
nerves now, but a party gives you
both the chance _to unwind and also
to enjoy each other's company.
Singles meet with romance.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll have to meet a co-worker
more than halfway, but you should be
pleased with today's favorable career
developments. Business and pleasure
mix
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
At first you're irritated with some-
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Couple honored on anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ray of Murray were honored guests at a buffet dinner in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary.
The event was held on Sunday,
April 26, at 5:30p.m. at The Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Charles (Melva) Cooper of
Birmingham, Mich., daughter of
the honored couple, was the
mistress of ceremonies.
The tables were decorated with
peach, gold and beige balloons
with matching ribbon streamers
placed on mirrois and mirrored
boxes. Beige candles in gold
candlesticks were also used.
Their marriage vows were
repeated with the Rev. Billy G.
Turner officiating.
Also present were their two
granddaughters, Mrs. Karen Bell
of Hendersonville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Paul (Karla) Veatch of Pon,
Mich.; and their two grandsons,
Aaron Veatch and Brandon Bell.
Attending the event were 159
persons.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray were married
April 24, 1937, in Highland Park,
Mich., with the Rev W.A. Abbott,
pastor of Highland Park Baptist

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Lynn Pace

Your Individual Horoscope

THURSDAY, MAY 14, 19117
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gliANTS
We are pleased to announce
that Linda George. bride
elect of Ken Woore, has
made her selections from
our bridal registry for
decoratIve accessories.
da and Kea will be married
Way 23, 1817.

.Pieri
imports'
Ikti•Alr(*Nor

Feminine & Flattering
Lingerie Makes Giving
A Rewarding Experience
Early Summer is full of special gift occasions
Groduotions, weddings ond anniversaries seem to
pop up every cloy or so. If you ore looking for o
gift for a June bride or a pretty May grad, be sure
to see Bright's collection of frilly sleepwear

Open Fridays until 8.30 p.m.
Sundays 1:00-5:00 p.m.
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June wedding planned by couple
-

Henderson-Carter wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Henderson of
Hamel announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Be-Ronda. to James
Alan Carter, son of Mrs. Linda
Watkins of Puryear, Tenn., and
Billy Carter of Fayetteville, N.C.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Margaret
McNeely of Garland, Taalia, and
the late Teddy Roosevelt Henderson, and of Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Orr
of Puryear, Tenn.
Mies Henderson is a senior at
Calloway County High School.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Rex Robinson of
Puryear, Tenn., and of Mrs.
Rebecca Carter of Puryear and
the late Parker Carter.
Mr. Carter attended Henry
County High School, Paris, Tenn.,
and is now employed at the Coop
In Paris.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday, June 13, at 7 p.m. at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All Mends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
Tamers P. Andrews and Michael
S. McPherson has been
announced.
Miss Andrews is the daughter of
Mrs. Jerri Andrews-Gilley at Germantown, Tenn., and Stephen Andrews of Asheville, N.C.
She lathe granddaughter of Mrs.
Mary Lou Johnson of Murray and
the late June Johnson,and of Mrs.
Gwen Lindsay of Ider, Ala., and
the late Lyle Andrews.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Germantown High School, Germantown, and is currently attending Memphis State University.
She is a shipping clerk at TBC,
Inc.
Mr. McPherson is the son of
Phillip and Peggy McPherson of
Germantown and of Ms. Jane
McPherson of Gettysburg, Pa.
He is the grandson of Donald
and Margaret Crone of Gettysburg
and of Mrs. Rita McPherson of
New Iberia, La., and the late
Oliver McPherson.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Germantown High School. He now
Is serving with the United States
Navy with the rank of Petty Officer Third Class.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Friday. June 19, at Ascension
Lutheran Church, Memphis,Tenn.

Be-Ronda Henderson and
James Alan Carter to marry
Tamera P. Andrews, fiancee
ofMichael S. McPherson

'Old Bridges BurnSlow' listed
as top country-western record

C
PICKUP
AND GO...
EVERYWHERE.
Vet

• lax

.44

-
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Best-selling country-western
records of the week of May 10 based on Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey have been released as
follows:
1. "Old Bridges Burn Slow." Billy Joe Royal
2. "To Know Him Is To Love
Him," Dolly Parton, Linda Randstadt, Emmylou
Harris
3. "Don't Go To Strangers." T.
Graham Brown
4. "It Takes A Little Rain (To

.

7 passenger. V4. A/7. A/C,
P.a..
AWF1,1 Cassette, 27 gaL hot tank.
luggage carrier. Loaded, Demo.

Make Love Grow,' The Oak
Ridge Boys
5."A Face In The Crowd,"
Michael Martin Murphey and Holly Dunn
6. "You're The Power," Kathy
Mattea
7. "Girls Ride Horses Too,"
Judy Rodman
S. "Domestic Life," by John
Conlee
9. "Julia," by Conway Twitty
10. "The Moon is Still Over Her
Shoulder," Michael Johnson

-k4,111
T- • •

1987 OW SAFARI
-ro• 3906

Price
Demo. Allw.

an Deis

Ray Stevens

$16,778.00
1,478.00

May 22 — 5 pin
May 23 — • 4 10 p

limy 15 — ••-m
Us, If — •• 10 p.m

Show Only

Dinnw I Show

'15"

12625

$15,300.00

Show Only

The Great American
80's Cruise

RUCKS-TRAILERS
BUSES, INC.
u.s. 641 South

Dinner a Show
$21"

Dinner I Show

Presenting

Red Skelton
Sat. Aug. 15th

N.y 21 — 9 p in
May 30 — •• 10 p.m

Show Only
110"

For rimy* lakerrnstfors call
E.99.9.i9109 Ian 'I 4100-40*-3411

Call to, detaie, alt v.oeelrends Special Far Howie,

753-1372

Stanley Walker Nitei, • Timernit • V,

SAT SFACTION
GUARANTEED
WiAdow
Air Conditioner
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observations
by lochie hart
Following Mothers' Day, I had
intended to write about Mothers
and their influence in the future of
their children. I had given a lot of
thought to the subject.
My minister talked about
mothers in church Sunday, and used one of the Ten Commandments
with emphasis on "Honor thy
Father and Mother." I've been
thinking about the abandonment
of hanging the Commandments in
the public schools. I've wondered
what harm it would do to the
students to be reminded of the
Biblical or moral rules.
Last week I heard a candidate
for governor of Kentucky state on
TV that another candidate was
responsible for the removal of the
Commandments in public schools.
I intend to pursue the statement. If
this is true, my vote won't be cast
for the one responsible for the
deletion.
Instead of repetitious
statements about the qualities requiring of mothers like "The hand
that rocks the cradle rules the
world," I'm inspired to write
about two mothers in particular,
and two fathers, too.
Two high school graduates have
received the college-sponsored
National Merit Scholarship Corporation award.
From Calloway County is Vena
Crum. From Murray High is Bill
Maddox. I can't find that any other
from this county has won this
award. More than 1.1 million
students-entered the current merit
program by taking the qualifying
test in 1985 in their junior year.
Each winner will receive between
$1,000 and $8,000 over the four
years of under-graduate study in
the college of their choice.

I've talked by phone to the two
mothers of the honored students.
Mrs. Crum, who works in the
political science department for
Dr. Gene Garfield, Murray State,
modestly admitted that she was
pleased for her daughter's honor
when I inquired. She said that
Vena had always had her nose in a
book and began reading at the age
of 2. She enjoys studying. She participated in the speech club three
years and participated in various
school activities.
It is no surprise that Vena is
gifted. Mrs. Crum is connected
with the university and her father,
Gary Crum,a graduate of Murray
State, is teacher and coach in the
Crittenden County School System.
Mrs. Crum told me that her two
sons, Bart, 14, and Ethan, 10, do
well in school but are more interested in baseball for the summer. Vena has chosen Northwestern where she hopes to enjoy city life and schooling. They
live north of Almo.
Mrs. Maddox, Bill's mother, a

teacher in Murray City School, admitted her happiness in her son's
award. He, too, came from an
education-minded home. His
father, Dr. William Eugene Maddox, is with the physics department, Murray State University.
When she related the extracurricular activities her son had
been involved in, I realized that he
had been a busy, busy young man.
They included the captain of the
academic team, president of the
speech club, used the Lincoln
Douglass Debate as his speech
team subject, was co-captain of
the soccer team, Latin club president, and a member of the French
and Hi Y clubs. In the senior class
selections for the year book, he
was voted "The Most Likely to
Succeed."
Ten-year-old sister, Mary, may
follow in her brother's tracks. Bill
has chosen the University of
Virginia and will be a Rodman
Scholar in the school of
engineering.
My congratulations to the two
mothers, the two fathers and to
Vena and Bill. And my appreciation to the teachers and coaches
who have had a part in the honors.
It would be interesting to know
which teacher has been the most
helpful.

Cutting Crew's record listed
at top for week by Cashbox
Best-selling records of the week
of May 10 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide survey
have been released as follows:
1."(I Just)Died in Your Arms,"
Cutting Crew
2. "I Knew You Were Waiting
(For Me)," Aretha Franklin and
George Michael
3. "Looking For a New Love,"
Jody Watley

toto'.4p BONANZA.
SP0,000O"tt:**
0 9 oz. Giant
TRW AILMILV ROITANIRANT

Ilibeye

4. "Don't Dream It's Over,"
Crowded House
5. "Sign '0' The Times" Prince
6. "With or Without You," U2
7. "La Isla Bonita," Madonna
8. "The Finer Things," Steve
Winwood
9. "Walking Down Your Street,"
Bangles
10."Nothing's Gonna Stop Us
Now," Starship

MORE, MORE,
MORE,
MORE HOT
VEGETABLES
Servo Yourself To
A

T-Bone
16 oz

Model C8100K
Temperature Monitor warns you of warm
freezer temperature Textured steel lid
Efficient foam insulation Lift-out storage
basket Adjustable temperature control
4211." wide. countertop height
11*-08, haw*
a fallow
•••••*MO
fr.. CIE

SPECIAL

'299"

.

$099
Ih.

$599
1 2 oi $
6
99
Model ALM1 8DAMI
.17 700/17 400 BTU
•230/208 vOlIS
1 3 0/1 3 9 amps
•Energy saver switch
•2 fan/2 cooling speeds
•1 0-position thermostat

COUPON

Free Installation
in normal
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RIBEYE
DINNER

PIM
DUMMY

EASY TERMS—FINANCING AVAILABLE—LAYAWAYS
Long Monthly Payments
Free Warranty!
Low Interest Rates!
Large Inventory
Horne Owned
Fast, Efficient Service!

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street

753 1586

Hr)...ord Coy & John Simmons Owners
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FRESHTASTICKS®
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MURRAY HIGHWAY
MAYFIELD, KY,
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McDougal-Hastings vows to be said

Mr. and Mrs. Cordie McDougal
of Puryear, Tenn., announce the
forthcoming marriage of their
daughter, Belinda Jean, to Bill
Edward Hastings, ion of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Hastings of Paris,
Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
McCuiston and of Mrs. Otie
McDougal and the late Rayburn
McDougal.
She is a 1983 graduate of Henry
County High School and currently
Is employed at West Tennessee
Printing Co., Paris, Tenn.
The groom-elect attended Henry
County High School and also is
employed at West Tennessee Printing Co.
The double ring ceremony will
be officiated by the Rev. Larry
Williams at Hazel Baptist Church
on Saturday, May 23, at 4 p.m.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Four babies and
dismissals are
listed by hospital

Third birthday party held
Tanya Marie Pratt, daughter of Michael and Andrea Pratt,
celebrated her third birthday on Sunday, April 5, at the home of her
great-grandparents, Andy and Irene Carter of Murray. Tanya is also
the great-great-granddaughter of Novella and Earl Lamb of Murray;
the great-granddaughter of Edith Sinnig of Farmington Hills, Mich.;
and the granddaughter of Carolyn Fouts of Rt. 2, Hazel, and Thomas
Sinnig of Farmhwton
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Prolong the life of your automobile
transmission by changing the fluid & filter
We
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service, repair or replace automatic transmissions

•1-Day service on most repairs

AM rebuit units guaranteed

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th St.

Estbl. 1956

753-1750

Come To The

NEW YORK (AP) — Here are
the prime-time television ratings
as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen
Co. for the week of May 440.
The listings include the week's
ranking, with full season-to-date
ranking in parentheses, rating for
the week, and total homes.
A rating measures the percentage of the nation's 87.4 million TV
homes.
1. (3) "Cheers," NBC, 28.4
rating, 24.8 million homes.
2.(2)"Family Ties," NBC,27.8,
24.3 million homes.
3. (1) "The Cosby Show," NBC,
26.4, 23.1 million homes.
4. (9) "Moonlighting," ABC,
21.0, 18.4 million homes.
5. (4) "Murder, She Wrote,"
CBS, 20.4, 17.8 million homes.
6. (12) "Nothing in Common,"
NBC, 19.8, 17.3 million homes.
6. (40) "Murder Ordained,"
Part 2, — "CBS Tuesday Movie,"
19.8, 17.3 million homes.
8.(5)"Golden Girls," NBC,19.2;
16.8 million homes.
9. (7) "Growing Pains," ABC,
18.8, 16.4 million homes.
10. (16) "A Gathering of Old
Men" — "CBS Sunday Movie,"
18.4, 16.1 million homes.

VieseiceeWde;);Wi.

Rent 5 Movies
for only $10
Members get 6 movies
Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday
Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

•

95
$8

Your movie professlonais
have over 2600 movie titles
& 50 VCR's to rent

open til 8 Fri.
and 6 Sat.

LE
ES
carpets

The carpet sole of the year is on right now Ss Lees r-octort, Authorized Carpet Sole, During ths
event Lees Factory has lowered prices on their best selling most beautdui carpets
and they're passing the fantastic sayings on to you, Thick plush sazones cut & loops and many
more Lees has them all-featuring DuPont Antron Nylon the resilient fiber that actually
repels SCA. stars and static and stays beautiful for years, Buy now and save during
Lees Factory Authorized Carpet Saiel

exciting SOWN;;IS

Save
'3 to '5
Free
Estimates

1

per sqare yd.
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Super Values! Great Colors! Fantastic Savings...Hurry!

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Waylon Jennings, Emmylou Harris and Kris Kristofferson will join
Willie Nelson on stage at the country singer's 14th annual Fourth of
July picnic, organizers said.
Up to 100,000 people are expected for the show at Carl's Corner, Texas,about 60 miles south of
Dallas, organizer Tim O'Connor
said Monday.
The concert dedicated to the
American trucker will be broadcast live on The Nashville Network cable channel.

N
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All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
Grandparents of bride-elect are
Otis Lovins of Murray and the late
Mrs. Esther Lovins and Harry
Hawkins of Bradenton, Fla., and
the late Mrs. Grace Hawkins.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mrs. Eva Piercefield of
Erlanger and the late Daniel
Piercefield and the late Mr. ad
Mrs. German Reinecke of
Covington.

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

Stars will join
for July picnic
at Carl's Corner

cm

Ushers will be Richard
Piercefield of Florence, cousin of
the groom-elect. and Jim Clark of
Nashville.
Todd Grey of Eddyville 4and
Michael Stewart of Princeton will
be candlelighters.
min•va Mips will direct the
wedding. Carol Bogard will
preside at the register.
A reception will follow at the
Murray Country Club, College
Farm Road. Mary Lawson will be
the director.

'Cheers' show
listed at the top

BelindaJean McDougal is
fiancee ofBill Edward Hastings

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
May 13, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Harrison baby girl, parents,
Eileen and Joe, Rt. 1, Box 684,
Hardin;
Maness baby girl, parents,
Rhonda and John, Rt. 2, box 160A,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Hargrove baby boy, parents,
Susan and Thomas, Rt. 1, Box 397,
Mayfield;
Berry baby girl, parents, Jeana
and James, 327 Moss Dr., Clinton.
Dismissals
Bobby Carson, Rt. 5, Box 245,
Benton:" Wavel Osbron, Box 307,
New Concord; Mrs. Ruby Denning, Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Tammy Wimberley, and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 59B-1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Barna
Byars, Rt. 2, Box 290, Puryear
Tenn.;
Alvis Newton, Rt. 6, Box 292CO3
Murray; Mrs. Mary Simmons,
1803 River Rd., Hickman; Mrs.
Valerie Green and baby girl, 916
North 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Miriam Ross, 1705
Melrose, Murray; Mrs. Alice Steely, Rt. 2, Hazel; Miss Casondra
Camp, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Dottie Brashears and baby
boy, Box 986, Cadiz; Harold
Beaman, 1506 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray;
Mrs. Euva Towery, Rt. 1, Box
70, Hurray; Mrs. Margaret Clopton, 1207 Mimosa Lane, Murray;
Joe Underwood, Box 222A,
Purjear, Tenn.
Onyx (Jack) Humphreys (expirell) Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.
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Lovins-Piercefield wedding Saturday
Plans for the wedding of Miss
Kelley Lee Lovins, daughter of
Mrs. Julie H. Lofts and the late
Gene Lovins of Murray, and
James Ray Piercefteld, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J.T. Piercatisid of Benton, have been completed.
The ceremony will be solemnized on Saturday, May 16, at 4:30
p.m. in the sanctuary of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Dr. Greg Earwood will officiate.
A program of music will be
presented by Mrs. Marie Taylor,
organist, Mrs. Audrey Wilson
pianist, and Mrs. Gale Vinson,
vocalist.
Mrs. Jennifer L. Bosh of
Goodlettsville, Term., sister of the
bride-elect, will be the matron of
honor. Bridesmaids will be Mrs.
Patty Lane, Gilbertsville, sister of
the groom-elect, Kim E. Adams of
Memphis, Tenn., and Denise
Ellegood of Cunningham.
Flower girls will be Ashley Lane
and Kirby Lane of Gilbertsville,
nieces of the groom-to-be.
Dan Piercefield of Nashville,
brother of the groom-elect, will be
bestman. Groomsmen will be
Todd Surber of Atlanta, Ga.,
Byron Ogger of Lexington and
Donnie Wilson of Ashland, Ohio.

Wedding will
be at Hazel

THURSDAY. MAY 14. 1IS7

Lees,the one that's earned America's trustfor over 140 years
Maybe Grace Ligon, daughter of George and Kathy Ligon,
celebrated her first birthday on Friday, April 24. A family birthday
party was held with cake and ice cream being served. Family
members 'present were her parents, her grandparents, Mrs. Linde
Herding, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Roberts and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Harding; her great-pandpareats, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Orr.

I
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Coming community events are announced
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Thursday, May 14
Calloway County LaLeche
League will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Barbara Kllby, 408 North
Sixth St. For information call
759-1647.

Iliursday, May 14
Church. For information call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at 4354143.

Thursday,May 14
Front Porch Swing Barbershop
Jamboree will start at 7:30 p.m. in
Old Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
This is free and open to the public.

•=1• •IMP .M•

AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' building, Benton. For information call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 75$-70611.
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Compassionate Parent Support
Group will meet at 7:80 p.m. at
Callaway County Health Center.
Persons are asked to note change
of date.
Men's Stag Night with Dewain
Gibbs as chairman will be at Murray Country Club.

Prepared Childbirth Oast will
meet at 7 p.m. In third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building of First United Methodist

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Mamas and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple. '

Friday, May 15
Friday Lathes' Tennis Group of
Murray Country Club will be at
9:30 a.m. at club courts with Bruce
Payne, tennis pro, In charge.
————
Tennis tournament or men and
ladies' doubles will be at Murray
Country Club. To enter call
753-5793 or 7594187.
Greater Paducah Area Chapter
147 of Parents Without Partners
will meet at 8 p.m. at Irvin Cobb
Ballroom, Paducah.
————
Registration for Summer

Come in Now for Super Buys
Throughout the Store!

Radio noel(
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

SPECTACULAR
SIVE4AIN
SAV

19" MTS Stereo Color TV

Phone Answerer &
Telephone Combo

Save
920

TAD-250 by DlioFONE

ONE WEEK ONLY!
Tandy" 1000 SX
Hard Disk System

17

9

I

4'tA

Reg
499.95

Low Al $20 Per Month•

Our best—first time on sale' Built-in r-Ak
stereo amplifier and speakers
Diagonally measured
Rernoie batteries extra

Wireless Remote
•

PC Compatible Printer
9995 HALF
PRICE

DMP 130
by Tandy*

$100 Off

Save 159900
*17895

2499t

Reg. 199.95
Low As $20 Per Month •

Never miss another call' With remote control. voice-actuated
recording Toll Saver and TouchTone/pulse dialing 143-315

Low As $74 Poi Month•

Reg. Separate items 1777.95
Includes Tandy 1000 SX with 20Meg Hard Disk, floppy disk drive,
VM-4 monitor and DeskMate
6in-1 software! #25-1052/102911020

349.95

Lore As S20 Per Month•

Includes word or data processing and dotBuilt4n Tractor
addressable graphics modes #26-1280

Buy Now to Get These Low Prices Come in Today!
Dual-Cassette AM/FM Stereo

High-Power Receiver

Modulaire•-2250 by Realistic

Save 94o

Save
$40

ff

Reg
920 19995 319.95
•
Off . lassammMonth
RMS laM I Ohms
Low As $20 Per

Reg. 219.95

By Radio Shack

Modemfone- 100 by

Reg
139.95

tape hiss
Dolby noise reduction reduces
Auto-Search.
and extends dynamic range
#14-629
metal/CrOJnormal bias selectors

Low As $20 Per Month•

21995
Reg. 299.95

Wireless Remote a Cable-Ready Tuner

SCR 19 b Realistic

Save
$30

699

CTR-85 by Realistic

Cut

40%

Op

Reg. 99.95
K Speaker Design
Hear cassettes inywhere' Record
FM stereo AM ir ' -IN, 114-789

Reg. 49.95
Records while you speak. stops
when you stop #14-1056

Batteries extra

Batteries extra

Auto-Dialer Phone
DUoFONE 145 by Radio Shack

at 33%

Mobile CB With
9/19 Priority
TRC-418 by Realistic

5995 ,. .-. lir\
I
I

Reg. 99-95

ory dials up to 32
iers! Tone/pulse
g' #43-800

I

419

Quartz-Accurate
Alarm Clock

.......

HALF 5995
PRICE
Reg. 119.95
Priority instantly accesses ch 9
or 19 With mike #21-1511

Calendar, alarm , hourly chime
and stopwatch! *63-5057

Dual-Power LCD
Calculator
EC-416 by Radio Shack

695

_IN
.III

co ci,

Goes anywhere! Snooze/
backlight control. With battery.
#63-707 '

Smoke Detector

27%
Off

PAP TICIPATING 31,00NES 0040 DE Alf

_

1088
Reg. 14 95

5,000 moos, whichever mass arm.
5Cyt.

4 C yt

•38
Expires May 30th, 1967

ICyl.

$48
'42
GOOD/EAR

•

Now front dac Pads, roped, wheel bearings resur
face front rotors Conventional rear wheel drive
vehicles Prices very for front wheel drive Hydraulic
service will be recommended 0 needed tor safe
operation Meiotic pads extra Wwweided In 12

PC Mann.tones

•i),(v Ity0A1119 MO from COW* Payment miry vary dependwe On balance

i••

GOOD/'EAR

Ceiling

brier COSt protection Loud alarn
With long life battery 149-457

he new lartp-distanct systems

PPW7f S seer v

Engine Tune-Up
•CheCk up
tory, starting, charging, combustion
systems Install new spark plugs *Set timing • AdMit carburetor wnere applicable lExtra charge if
removal is r,••- Pcary I Wairanted 5 months or

swaths or 12.000 ragas. whicdtavs. osarse ant.

Check Your Phone Book for the nacho Mac* Store or Dealer Nearest You
CP

-4

Disc Brake Service

By SAFE HOUSE'

For Wall oi

Reg. 9.95
Switches from solar to battery
power in dim light' /65-561

WTTCHAOLE TOUCH IOW PULSf phones wont on WO tone and pulse Met Therefore «I sous nronjorsy lame vasty bill OntS
and composermal somas FCC rapasna Nolonly 11M1 MI sinks waist vs

Expires May 30th, 1987

995 • „ .• . . .
Reg. 17.95

$999

GOODAEAR

45%
1-----------Off :, 12.3y

Reg. 14.95

4
"

Lubricate Chassis, drain oil and refill with up to five
auarts of maior brand motor oil, and install new oil
filter Note' speciaill dined ol and Met type may
result in extra charges.

By Micronta

34%

30%
Off

Provides 3601( of data
storage to Tandy 1000
EX computer!
#25-1060

Reg. 249.95
Low As $20
PIN Month.

By Micronta'

$1

EAINnos May 30th, 1987

Oil Filter, Chassis Lube
& Oil Change

1

2995 988

1

GOODAEAR

Save $50

Digital Watch

Cut

•Pertormance test system •Leak test all COnneCIKy,
and components *Check controls •Check heating
and cooling systems Check drive belts and hoses
Wirrwitsd 90 days or 4,000 miss, whichever
cornea Bret. Add up to 3 tn. at **on.

Reg.
99.95

By Tandy"

Auto fine-tuning, LED channel display, earphone IsiCk 016-236 Chsgonasy measured

Voice-Actuated
Cassette Recorder

Air-Conditioner Service

1 4" Disk
5/
Drive

Remote batteries extra

"Stereo-Wide 4"
AM/FM Cassette

Tandy

HALF PRICE

Tone/pulse dialing'
#26-1386
May be special order ,I1
some stores

Save
s80
er=e,

Suniiii,ifay,
17
Mr. and Mrs. James Fain will be
honored on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception from 2 to 4
p.m. at Salem Baptist Church,
Lynn Grove. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
————
AA will have 11 closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
————
Calloway County High and Middle School Choirs will present a
spring concert at 3 p.m. in
cafeteria of high school. This is
free and open to the public.
————
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming.

Rpeeighl

Telephone With Modem

4995

13" Color TV/Monitor

SCT-43 by Realistic

Outdoor gospel concert by The
Liberty Boys, The Seekers and
The King's Sons will start at6 p.m.
at Dixieland Center.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 2 p.m. at Overby Honda to
go bike riding. For information
call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at
435-4143.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Outdoor
Enrichment Series at Energy
Lake Campground; Iron Industry
at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Boys'
Farm Workshop from 1 to 4 p.m.
and Evening at Homeplace at 7
p.m. at The Homeplace4850;
Composting at 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Goodness Snakes at 2 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature Center;
Skywalk at 2 and 3 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.

I CAR CARE

batteries extra

Low As $20 Per Month•

• TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp Batteries extra

Dolby NR Cassette Deck

Save 7995
S60 I

As s204PerMonth•
HO for sharper picture!
Wireless remote.
Ciuick-Timer Recording. #16-509
Remote

Our best portable' Features 4-track/high-speed
dubbing dual-cassette deck. 5-band equalizer.
Dolby• B NR detachable speakers #14-765

65 Watts Pm Chamtei,
Thai 0.0Pot THO
From 20-20.090 Hz. WO No Mote
-Magic'
With iMX • stereo expander Autocoustics Inc
Sc
131-3001
FM tine tuning

IN/ OM

•IM

Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Westside Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First Christian Church.
————
End of School Outing for
Children's Choirs of Memorial
Baptist Church will start at 4 p.m.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Skywalk at 2
p.m. and Stargazing at 8 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center; Outdoor Enrichment Series on
Pioneering at Energy Lake
Campground.
————
Twilight Golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Saturday, May 111
Hazel Woman's Club will have
its annual Senior Citizens' luncheon at 12 noon at Hazel Community Center.
————
Gospel singing featuring The
Shelton Singers will be at 7 p.m. at
Palestine United Methodist
Church.
————
Youth Department of St. John's
Baptist Church will have a gospel
singing featuring Gospel
Supremes at 7:30 p.m.
————
Gospel singing featuring Sounds
of Faith will be at 7 p.m. at Bethel
United Methodist Church.
————
Murray Shrine Club will have its
social with introductions at6 p.m.
and dinner at 7 p.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.
————
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet at 1:30 p.m.
with Helen Wilcox, 1602 Sycamore
St.

Ms

3119 5 'Low

17995

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Key!' Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Saturday, May 16
Murray-Calloway County
Camem Club will meet at 8 a.m. in
parking lot of Calloway Public
Library for a field trip to
Clarksville, Tenn.
————
Breakfast will be served at 7:30
a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Couples' Bridge with MAO Jordan and Doris Johnson as
hostesses will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
————
Pre-showing of Fort Helmut
Development will be from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m.

Model 20 by Realistic

STA-870 by Realistic'

•

VHS VCR With HO

May,May 15
Children's French and Spanish
Language Program will be at
Calloway Public Library.

Most Major
Credit Cards
Accepted

AQ00
Eiptres May 30th 198 k
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GOODYEAR
TIRE CENTER
721$. 126 it.

753-0595
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CRUIDLES
PROFESSIONAL SALON HAIR STYLING SYSTEMS

• ENFORCE Styling Spray
• ULTRA GEL Gelatin Molding
Spray
• ENFORCE Glaze Concentrate
• EFFECTS Hair Spray
• SPRAY GLOSS Spray Lusterizer
AVAILABLE AT THESE LEADING SALONS:
Brenda's
Beauty Salon

Ezell's
Beauty Salon

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

306 No 4th Street

153-4582

753-4723

Judy & Shere's

Haircuts, Etc.

Headlines

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Dixieland Center

753-5902

753-6745

Dixieland Center
No. 2

753-0882

Shade Tree
of Hair Style

Westside
Beauty Salon

Hwy. 121 South

107 South 15th

753-7806

753-3344

Scpupus. PROFESSIONAL SALON PRODUCTS INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55044-9102 U.S.A.
Distributed by HEIL BEAUTY SUPPLY,INC. 3174 Park Ave., Paducah, Kentucky,(502)
4434444
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Murray in district finals

Rested Tigers claw
past Marshals, 8-2
By CLAY WALKER
Sports DOW
It can be amazing at what a couple of days off can do for a fatigued
baseball team.
"Having a few days off helps
your mind relax a little bit. I think
that it showed today," Murray
High's Mark West said after pitching his team to an 8-2 win over
Marshall County in yesterday's
Fourth District Tournament's
opening round.
For Tiger Mark Miller, who
went 3-4 with an RBI and two runs
scored, his finding the way out of a
slump can be attributed to more
than just relaxation.
"I'm seeing the ball really well.
I'm hitting the ball instead of popping it up," said Miller, who has
five hits in his last six at-bats.
The entire Murray line-up was
hitting the ball in yesterday's rout
of the Marshals. Murray pounded
out 11 hits and scored in each inning except the final two.
"If we play well, we can beat
any team in the state," Murray's
junior first baseman said. "We
had one of those days today."
"Our kids were really ready to
play." Tiger coach Cary Miller
said. We were as sharp as we've
been all season. If there is a time
to peak, this is it."
West was as sharp as anyone
throughout the contest, going all
seven innings. The senior righthander allowed only one earned
run off four hits and four walks.
West struck out eight batters.
West, who spends most of his
time on the mound in a relief role,
may be called upon in tomorrow's
championship.
-With a day's rest I might be

able to go a few innings," he said
after improving his record to 5-0
with two saves."Isaac Wright,our
trainer, has really been helping us
keep our arms loose. I think he's
helping everybody."
West received plenty of help
from his defense, as well. Second
baseman Chuck Baker leaped to
snare a line drive, stealing a hit
from the lead-off batter in the fifth
Inning. The play proved to be
crucial as Marshall County
threatened but only managed one
run in that inning.
Jason Sammons got in on the
Murray hit parade with a 3-4, one
RBI day. The outfielder also stole
a base. Catcher Chris Padgett was
1-3 with two runs scored and a
stolen base.
Tony Robinson was 1-3, with the
game-winning RBI. Designated
hitter Chip Adkins was 1-3 with an
RBI_ and West helped himself with
a 1-3, tivo RBI day.
Murray, 15-10, wW face the winner of today's Calloway CountyMayfield contest tomorrow at 4:30
p.m. at MHS's Ty Holland Field.
Senior Ed Hendon is the probable starter for the Tigers.
"We were eager to play today,"
Miller said. "We've pointed
towards the tournament for so
long and made mention of it so
often that the kids were excited
about playing."
r he
211 1300 811 2
1000100 2 43

Murray
Marshall
WP- West
LP- Myhand
GW-RBI- Robinson

Unbeatable deals plus low financing rates
on all Volkswagens except the Fox
through May 31st.
24 Months
36 Months
48 Months
60 Months

Carroll Volkswagen
800 Chestnut
Murray, KY

By BOB GREEN
some of golf's current hot hands:
AP Goff Writer
"(Payne) Stewart has a great
FORT WORTH, Texas — At- record in Texas and he seems to
tempting to forecast the winner of be playing well here again," Wata professional golf tournament is son said.
the most daunting chore in the
"(Hal) Sutton has had a couple
world of sports predictions.
of good tournaments recently.
In team events, there's one (Fred) Couples won last week.
chance out of two in picking the
"And Ben (Crenshaw). Week in
winner. However, in the Colonial and week out he's probably playNational Invitation Tournament, ing better than he ever has, maybe
which was to get under way today, better than anyone else right
It's an attempt to pick one, man now."
from a field of 108.
The record supports Watson's
"Always go with the man or analysis.
men who are playing the best at
Crenshaw has finished ninth or
the moment," Tom Watson said.
better in eight of 14 starts. He
And he ticked off the names of scored the 13th victory of his

career at New Orleans earlier this
year. He lost the Los Angeles Open
in a playoff and he was in title contention in the final round of the
Masters and again last week in the
Byron Nelson.
He's No. 1 on the Nabisco Grand
Prix standings, second on the
Ryder Cup point list, and fourth on
the money-winning list with
$316,832.
"The last 10 or 12 months, I've
played the best golf of my life,"
Crenshaw said.
And the Colonial is a tournament that holds a special meaning
for the native of Austin, Texas.
"For any kid growing up in

Texas and playing golf, there's
something very special about Colonial, about the tournament with
its history and the (Ben) Hogan
connection and the golf course,"
Crenshaw said.
"It's a tournament any Texas
player wants very much to win."
Crenshaw did just that in 1977
and was second by one stroke in
1980.
Is he playing well enough to do it
again?
"I'd like to. I'd like to think I
could win again. I think I can."
Portions of the final two rounds
Saturday and Sunday will be
televised nationally by CBS.

1987 Dodge Dakota "S"

SPRING

SAVINGS
An unheard-of price for the most respected name
^ iawn care This is your chance to save big on one
it SNAPPER s Hi-Vacs Choose either a push or
self-propelled wall, mower or the rear engine rider

10 Units in Stock
Payments as low as

$14426

that s Americas number one choice Theres a free
catcher in it for you And Snap-Credit gets you
SNAPPER quality with no money down and tow
monthly payments So hurry this otter ends soon'
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Stock #7009
*2.2 liter OK engine
*5 sp manual transmission
•22 mpg city •27 mpg fray
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Limited Time Offer

S
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final game between Calloway County and Mayfield. Today and tomorrow's games begin at 4:30 p.m. with a $1 admission.

Watson sees Colonial as wide-open tournament

VOLKSWAGEN

39%
59%
79%
8 9%

Murray secosd baseman Chuck Baker collides with the Marshall County
catcher as Jason Sammons looks on. Baker was out on the play, but the
Tigers woo the game 8-2. Murray will meet the winner of today's semi-
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Calloway loses in finals

Lady Lakers stunned
by Marshall County
Calloway County's softball team
lost to Marshall County for the
fourth time of the year yesterday,
8-4. This time, however, the loss
ciune in the Fourth District Tournament's championship game.
Marshall County and Calloway
advance to next week's regionals
at Murray High's Ty Holland
Field.
Calloway responded to a first inning Marshall run with four of
their own in the bottom half of the
inning.
Erica Muskgrow led off with a
single and scored on a P.J. Chadwick triple.
Tracy Banks hit into a fielder's
choice, scoring Chadwick and
Cynthia Garland grounded out,
scoring Banks.
ormnis Ross nailed a two-out tri-

ple and Angie Miller singled her
home giving the Lady Lakers a 4-1
lead.
The lead was short-lived,
however, as Calloway surrendered three unearned runs in
the second inning. The Lady Mar.
shah added two more in the third
and another pair in the fourth,
cruising to the district title.
Tracy Higgins, Amy Wallace
and Christy Darnell gathered
Calloway's remaining hits.
Darnell took the loss.
Calloway, 10-9, awaits Sunday
afternoon's draw determining
next week's tournament pairings.
Marshall
Calloway

rhe
132 2000 874
400 0000 475

Murray linksters win tri-meet
Murray High's golf team downed Mayfield and St. Mary in a trimeet yesterday. The Tigers shot a
156, Mayfield a 159 and St. Mary a
217.
Tiger Lance Balmer was the
medalist with a 37. Teammate
Todd Sims fired a 38, Bill Fandrich a 40 and Craig Schwettman a
41.
John Muehleman shot a 42 and
Hugh Houston a 49.
Coach Jerry Shelton is pleased
wan his team's play as the
regional tournament approaches.
"Our kids are really hitting the
ball well and getting ready for the
regional tournament," Shelton
said."We haven't played anybody
that we can't beat all year.
"There are a lot of teams in our

Erica Muskgrow opened yesterday's game with a hit and later scored,
but Calloway County fell to the Lady Marshals, 8-4, in the Fourth
District's championship game.
File Photo

UK hosting cheerleading camp
Cheerleaders from senior high,
junior high and middle schools
across Kentucky will be on the
University of Kentucky campus
June 29-July 19 for summer
cheerleading camps taught by personnel including the nationallyrecognized
UK
Wildcat
cheerleaders.
Students will learn conditioning,
gymnastics, safety and technique,
cheers and chants, leadership and
pompom routines.
Other activities include a daily
awards program, appearances by
the UK Wildcat mascot and opportunities to meet UK basketball and
football players.
There will be three sessions of
camp.
Instructional staff for the June
29-July 2 camp will include most of
the Wildcat cheerleaders and
others
from
Universal
Cheerleaders Association.
The National Cheerleaders
Association will provide staff for
the July 5-8 and July 10-13 camps.
A "superstar" drill team of instructors from the National
Cheerleaders Association will conduct a drill team camp July 16-19.
Instruction will focus on dance-drill
teams, pompom squads and tall
flags.
All students will be housed and
fed in the Kirwan-Blanding
residence hall complex.
Registration information is
available from T. Lynn Williamson, 304 Administration Building,
University of Kentucky, Lexington,
KY. 40506-0032 or by calling

606-257-3726
Information and registration
forms also can be obtained by calling the Universal Cheerleaders
Association 1-800-238-0286 or the National Cheerleaders Association

Calloway golfers record split
Calloway County's golf teams
split a pair of matches with Marshall County yesterday. The
Lakers lost 169-153 while the Lady
Lakers won 189-232.
Patrick Gupton shot a 39 for the
Ulcers, David McCuiston a 42,
Alan Cothran a 43 and Phillip
Bryan a 45. Although only the top
four scores counted, Trevor Coleman shot a 51.
The Lakers fell to 8-6 on the

year.
Joanna Gibbs was yesterday's
girls' medalist. She fired a 37.
Tabatha Johnson shot a 44, Shelby
Morgan a 50 and Angie Haywood a
58.
Kim Roberts recorded a 59 as
Calloway went to 13-2.
Calloway travels to the
Princeton Country Club to play
Caldwell County Tuesday, May 19.

region, but I think we'll be right
there at the top of the heap."
Murray, 13-4, hosts Graves
County today and plays at Marshall County Monday.
The regional tournament begins
May 26.

MHS netters
shut out
Mayfield
Murray High's tennis team
cruised past Mayfield yesterday,
9-0, improving its record to 9-2.
The Tigers' No. 1 seed Jason
Hunt won 8-6 and Mark Whitaker
won his No. 2 seed match 8-5.
Scott Foster won 8-2, Greg
Knedler 9-7, Ben Yoo 8-5 and Jim
Cofer 8-5.
Hunt and Whitaker teamed at
No. 1 doubles, winning 8-2. Foster
and Cofer won 8-3 and Knedler and
Yoo 8-6.
The Tigers close' their season
with a home match against
Paducah Tilghman.

Western Ky.
set for
title game
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Western Kentucky Coach Joel
Murrie hopes the Sun Belt Conference baseball tournament brings out the best in his Hilltoppers
against favored Old Dominion.
Western Kentucky, the West
Division runner-up, enters the
double-elimination tourney today
at Norfolk, Va., with a 36-X reeOrd
overall and 114 conference mark.
4114 Dominion, the East Division
champion, is 34-1f and 11-6.
Right-hander Doug Platt, 3-6
and a 4.72 ERA, is the likely
starter for the =toppers in the
first game.
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SCOREBOARD
Just Moved
My new office
means I can se,ve
your family insurance needs Call or
drop in anytime

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Slate Ca-,, ictXu'ant:F
"Of^. Of. -PS Bloorn.ngion 41)-no.

NBA PLAYOFFS
•4

CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Tuesday, May II
Houston 112. Seattle 107, Seattle leads
series 5.2
Laken Ilk, Golden State 106, LA
wins series 4-1
Wednesday, May II
Detroit 196 Atlanta 96

41
Milwaukee 129 Boston 124 Boston leads
sense 3 2
Tursday, May 14
Houston at Seattle
Friday, May 15
Boston at Milwaukee

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
N ATION AL LE A CA E
AMERICAN LEAD I E
East Division
East Division
th
I.
Pet.
GB
SI
L
Pet.
GB
St Louis
is
13
561
Milwaukee
20
11
645
Chicago
ii
4
576
New York
21
12
698
Montreal
15
17
Toronto
460
is
12
613
Pittsburgh
14
16
467
Baltimore
1$
18
465
New
York
14
17
452
Boston
15
II
.456 6
Philadelphia
it
20
Detrott
355
13
406
10
West Division
Cleveland
11
22
333 10
ik
L
Pet.
GB
West Divan's
Cincinnati
21
12
636
SI
L
Pet.
GB
San Francisco
21
13
618
II
Kansas City
17
13
567
Houston
18
14
563
2
Seattle
11/
1$
559
Los Angeles
10
16
543
3
California
18
16
520
1
Atlanta
17
16
515
4
Minnesota
17
16
515
San Diego
fl
27
221) 14
Oakland
16
17
453
2it
Wedneaday's Games
Texas
14
16
447
3
St Louis 7, San Francisco 6
Chicago
7
10
20
333
Cincinnati 12, Montreal 6
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh 0. San Illego 5
Oakland 8, Milwaukee 2
Atlanta 10 Philadelphia 5
Texas 8, New York it
Houston 2 New York 1, 10 innings
Kansas City
Baltimore 7, 12 innings
Chicago 5, Los Angeles 0
Seattle 5. Boston 4
Thursday's Games
Detroit 10, California 7
.
San Diego 113how 134 at Pittsburgh
Cleveland 7 Chicago 5
t Fisher 0-14. n
Toronto 7, Minnesota 0
CincInnati Gullickson 4-2 at Montreal
Thursday's Games
iSebra 2-4,, In,
Texas lCorrea 1 3
at New Yurk
Atlanta Mahler 2-1, at Philadelphia , K
(Rasmussen 2-2,
Gross 1-44. 111)
New York , Mitchell 0-0, at Houston
Kansas City
Sabernagen 6-01 at
Deshales
n
Baltimore 1Ballard 0-0). Int
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Cleveland i Candlotti 1-54 at Chicago
Atlanta t Pittsburgh, n
(Davis 1-24, In)
Los Angeles at Montreal. n
Toronto t Stleb 1-24 at Minnesota !Straker
San Francisco at New York. in,
2-01, Int
San Diego at Philadelphia .1 ,
Friday's Gamee
Chicago at Houston. n
Cleveland at Detroit. tn,
Cincinnati at St Louis, I n
Texas at Chicago, I. n
Boston at Minnesota. In ,
Milwaukee at Kansas City. n
Baltimore at California, n
Toronto at Oakland n
New York at Seattle n

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

759-9888

4

Pine Ridge
Steak House
Dover, TN
Special (with this ad) $200 off
Hwy. 79

615-232-6654

Prime Rib

Alright admit it.
You've been wanting one
of those little ole Nissan Pickups
for a long time.

Or Order From Our Menu
Prime Rib
Fried Shrmp
Filet Mignon
Catfish Filet

Rib Eye
Boiled Shrimp
Ground Sirloin
Lobster Tails

Seafood Platter
New York Strip
Stuffed Flounder
Steak & Lobster
Chicken Cordon Bleu

The Time Has Come!!

Open Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 5-10
Sunday 1-8

099

COUPON — CLIP THIS AD

MHS holding
spring banquet
Murray High School will hold its
1987 spring sports banquet, Monday, May 18, in the school's
cafeteria.
Dinner will be potluck and each
sport's participants are asked to
bring a dish.
Boys and girls track, tennis and
golf team members are asked to
bring a meat or salad and
members of the softball and
baseball teams are responsible for
vegetables and dessert.
The Murray High Booster Club
will provide bread and drinks.
The banquet will begin at 7:30
p.m.
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Down

and
Why Gold Label is
your Best Buy...

Only011titaS
*
per month**
can put you in a 1987 regular bed
standard Nissan Pickup

'
SELECTED PREMIUM GRADE FIBERS
•FULL LENGTH GUARANTEE
*COMPLETELY KNOT-FREE
•TREATED WITH INSPECT AND RODENT REPELLENT
•CHEMICALLY TREATED AGAINST ROT AND MILDEW
•IMPROVED WINDING - NO KINKS OR SNARLS

Imagine a baler twine so
strong,so dependable,it
carries a

!NISSAN

NISSAN

*Based on 60 months with APR of 11.5%
**Does not include tax, title and license fees

Nissan Standard Regular Bed

325
lbs.
tensile
strength
(9000' LENGTH)

your 0C111
S to Dealer.

Vill a •a

Souther

Quality forEveryone

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER-DODGE
604

12th Rimini

753-7114

P.
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OBITUARIES
Guy Thomas Tynes

Mrs: Mariam W. Ross

Donal Rowlett, far left ma as mechailes leacher at the MurrayCalloway Comity Vecadsthil Ostler, poses with Jerry Sinunems,center,
and Chris Bryan. Simmons and Bryan served as voting.esis the
bonuses sessions at the Stale VICA
held rowdy is
Owensboro. Simmons is the son el Mr. and Mrs.
Simmons sad
Bryan is the eee of Ramses Parrish.

3.9'.

APR
Financing
(24 months)

G

Mrs. Mariam W. Ross, 78, of
1706 Melrose, Murray, died
Wednesday at 10:25 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Born Aug. 13, 1908, in Bald
Knob, Ark., she was the daughter
of the late Ernest R. Wynn and
Charlotte Dickey Wynn.
Survivors are her husband, John
I. R01111 Jr., to whom she was married on Dec. 1.1157; two sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Esther Wynn, Bald
Knelt and Mrs. Harmon (Sarah)
Ross, Rt. 2, Murray; several

nieces and nephews including
Reagan Wynn of Bald Knott Ark.
The Ross couple had been
residing in Murray since 1977.
Mrs. Ross was a member of
First Christian Church, Bald
Knob, Ark., where services will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. Burial will
follow in Judeonia Cemetery in
Wyatt County, Ark.
In charge of local arrangements
Is Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
where Mends may call after 6
p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Annis Watkins

Services for Guy Thomas Tries
will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. William
Strang will officiate.
Members of his Sunday School
Class at Pryorsburg Baptist
Church will serve as pallbearers.
Burial will follow in Mayfield
Memorial Gardena.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Tynes, 59, died Wednesday
at 5:50 a.m. at his home at 210
Mayfair Dr., Mayfield.
An employee of Driver Motor
Co., Mayfield, he was a member

and deacon of Pryorsburg Baptist
Church.
Born June X, 1927, he was the
son of the late Hubert Tyne. and
Zelma Mason Tynes.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Jean Cook Tynes; one daughter,
Mrs. Wanda Morgan, Rt. 6, Murray; two sons, Richard Tynes, Rt.
1, Murray,and Tommy Tynes, Rt.
8, Murray; four grandchildren.
Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. Louise Darnell, Taylor,
Mich., Mrs. Virgie Bell, Mayfield,
Mrs. Dorothy Smith, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Jean Watkins,
Rt. 4, Mayfield; one brother, Kenneth Tries, Rt. 5, Mayfield.

The funeral for Mrs. Annie 10:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Watkins will be Friday at 2 p.m. in County Hospital.
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
She is survived by her husband,
Funeral Home.The Rev. R.J. Bur- Pat Watkins; one daughter, Mrs.
poe will officiate. Music will be by David (Barbara) Pinson, Alexanthe Rev. and Mrs. Eulas Greer.
dria, Va.; one sister, Mrs. Howard
Pallbearers will be David Pin- (Alma) McNeely, Murray; one
son, Doug Kinsey, Joe Re, Kinzie brother, David Johnson and wife,
Watkins, Billy Watkins and Ben- Phyllis, Daytona Beach, Fla.; two
nie Watkins.
granddaughters, Mrs. Joe
Burial will follow in the Murray (Karen) Re, Indianapolis, Ind.,
City Cemetery.
and Mrs. Doug (Amy) Kinsey,
Mrs. Watkins, 78, of 213 South Nashville, Tenn.; one great.
13th St., Murray. died Tuesday at grandson, David Andrew Re.

Mrs. Sula Dodd

The 1988 Renault Medallion
Sleek and Contemporary.
Spacious and Accommodating.
Agile and Responsive.

Final rites for Mrs. Sula Dodd
are today at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale and
Charley Bazzell are officiating.
Jerry Bolls is directing the song
service.
Pallbearers are Ralph Bogard,
Kenny Bogard, Anton Herndon,
Danny Herndon, Gary Herndon
and Jack Rose, nephews. Burial
will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Dodd, 90, died Tuesday at
11:45 a.m. at Puryear Nursing

Home.
She is survived by her husband,
B. Clifford Dodd; one daughter,
Mrs. Audie Mae Nix, Murray; one
granddaughter, Mrs. Dewey (Betty. Ann) Patterson, two greatgrandchildren, Mike Patterson
and wife, Shannon, and Mrs. Paul
(Cheryl)Hill, and two great-greatgrandchildren, Elizabeth Shea
Patterson and Kyle Lee Patterson,
all of Winter Park, Fla.; one
brother, Leon Collins, Murray;
three half brothers, Bert, Edward
and Bill Collins, Murray.

Cheryl L.Rose of Murray was among the boner graduates at Murray
State University in the 1987 spring commencement on Saturday, May
9. She is shown accepting congratulations from Dr. Kids M. Stroup,
university president Miss Rose earned the B.S. degree in occupational
safety sad health.She was ming more than 1,180 graduates recognised during the 64th annual spring graduation exercises. Her parents
are Dr. and Mrs. Joseph L Rose of 808 She-wa Circle.

Jack Humphreys

ft

Come By For A Test Drive
CAIN'S AMC JEEPI RENAULT
RENAULT, INC. iFIJoeP.
Hwy. 641 N.
753-6448

Sallety bars awn Una

The funeral for Jack Humphreys will be Friday at 2 p.m. at
Hazel Church of Christ, where he
was a member. John Dale and
Kevin Thompson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be John Simmons, Billy Dan Orr, Darrell
Wilson, Pat Dale Orr, Randy
Taylor and Chris Bryan, active;
Noble Orr, Henry Orr, Paul Dunn
and Buster Paschall, honorary.
Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery with arrangements by Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel where friends may
call after 3 p.m. today

(Thursday).
Mr. Humphreys, 78, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., died Wednesday
at 6:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Jessie Paschall Humphreys; one
daughter, Mrs. Ray ((arol) Sims,
Rt. 4, Murray; one son, Jerry
Humphreys and wife, Joan, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Willie Orr,
Rt. 7, Murray; four grandchildren, Jeff and Jill Humphreys
and Janee and Jason Sims.
One brother, Hassell Humphreys, preceded him in death.

Noble Elwood Cooper

myeRi-N

114")‘
.
-711
)4
1R
1
4

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.cesh alsZ
c Y

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
()ow

Ends
Monday

Vise-OC-Oiscoviir

lasafn 7-5 Sot 11-12

Services for Noble Elwood
Cooper were today at 10:30 a.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Charles Frank
Cooper officiated.
Nephews served as pallbearers.
Burial was in Hazel City
Cemetery.
Mr. Cooper, 72, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., died Wednesday morning
at Herbert Hill Nursing Home,
Savannah, Tenn.

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"
Sheetrock
Kraft Back
'/2- x 4 x 8
[ Insulation
15 t 50 sq. ft.

389Pc.

769

5 Gallon
Gold Bond

Roll

tot

am I.

a

IL
a
a ego 4,:o

2''x2''x36''

s

Pressure
Treated Deck Pickets

4/...q
v_Z.4t

,

Mud

,
6"

Square Top

A 79c

...

Beveled
Each

89c

Cedar

Born May 7, 1915, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
R.E. Cooper and Alice May Gibson Cooper. He was a member of
the Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Survivors are two sisters, Mrs.
Gertie Sykes, Adamsville, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Elizabeth King, Savannah, Tenn.; two brothers, Hoyt
Cooper and John Cooper, Paris,
Tenn.

Stock Market
Prices as of IS a.m.
industrial Average
+.57
Goodyear
Previous Close
UO.0
I.B.M.
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
WA -1/s
A.T.C.-Qass A
te/
3
4B 11%A
Jerrie*
AT&T
Kmart
Briggs & Stratton
Kroger
U1
/
4 -0/s
Chrysler
39/4 -1
JCPenney
/
4
C8X Corp
Peowalt
33%
Dean Foods
31% +%
Quaker 011411
Dollar Gen. Store
ts/413 1%A
Sears
Exxon
Texaco
/
4
99/
1
4 -1
Ford
Time lac.
/
4
97/
1
4 -1
G.A.F.
47% 4.
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
Wal-Mart
GenCorp, Inc.
Waily's
IN% +%
Goodrich
51% -%
C.E.Y. Yield
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY

12/2 wIth Ground

Romex Wire

18"

891PC.

250 Roll

753 3366

3' x 6"
Concrete Scalloped
Lawn Edge

349each
BOSTITC1
FasrEsneiG CENT(n

349
Landscaping Aid
Block or C10,
1r
—

-

Andersen'
Windowsill°
A
Hou
"

Come In
Tok• A
Look Thru
our

6

UDC
%

95% +%
97/
1
4 -/
1
4
961/4 +/
1
4
97/
1
4 -1
/
4
le usc
5.73

PAT GOSSUM

Sean Shaffer Xmmerman (left) and her husband,Louis Zhninerrnan
of 1611 Wiswell Road, Murray, were among the honor graduates at
Murray State University in the 1987 spring commencement on Saturday,May II. They are shown accepting congratulations from Dr. Kan
Stroup,university president. Mrs.2Inunerman earned the B.S. degree
In public relations and Zimmerman earned the M.A. degree in
organisational communications. They were among more than 1,180
graduates recognised during the 64th annual spring graduation exercises. Her parents are Mr.and Mrs.Paul 0.Shatter of Mayfield, Rt.
5 and his parents are Mr.and Mrs. Louis &merman Sr. of Murray.

Social security offical to visit Murray
A representative from the
Mayfield Social Security Office will
be in the Murray Courthouse Annex

open again to serve you better.
•Ready-Mix
•Blocks
•Mortar
*Sand

•Driveway Tile
•Driveway Culverts
•Septic Tanks
•Hauling

*We are prepared to do complete jobs.

V

Plan Books
•

48%

+
-%
.%
23A
.%
unc
mac

Starks Concrete Works

.
Is
Mil 10'x25'
Polyethylene

W

47%
IN
84%
22%B
81%
SS
47%
50/
1
4

BETTY BOSTON

Fence Planks
lx6-6'

A $10e Donation is presented by Jams Galloway (left), president of
the Calloway County Friendship Homemakers, In memory of the
group's immediate past president, Kay Bolen Adams. Ann Ingle, R.N.,
accepts the donation on behalf of the Diabetics Taking Control at the
Murray-Callowy Canty Hospital.

wind..raid,awe

2.:41,

”seixesingeseneen

Rt. I. Almo

We will be taking orders at 753-8267 until May 22
After May 22 call 753-2243.

on Tuesday from 10 a.m. until 12
noon. The representative can
answer questions, take applications, and assist with any problems
concerning Social Security,
Medicare, or the Supplemental
Security Income program.
A Social Security representative
visits the courthouse in an effort to
provide more convenient service to
the people of Murray and Calloway
County. Anyone with a question or
with a report to make prior to the
representative's visit to the courthouse may telephone the Mayfield
Social Security Office at 247-8095.

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
Very Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs
& Excess Doctor Charges
Medicare Won't Pay.

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753.7273
Undonerritbyft by
(ioloion Auk, insurance
'A'• Rated (Ex c•416n1)
filo. 00114

IP

Alcoholic's Pathetic
Plight Troubles
Stranger's Heart

(
peaty

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I placed an ad in
our local Lincoln paper to "drive
your car to any destination for a
fee." Thi4 morning a lady called,
wanting me to drive her to a
retirement home in Texas. After the
price was agreed upon, I went to her
apigirtment in Lincoln.
When she met me at the door she
was crying, saying she was an
alcoholic — and a very sick woman
— and could I please help her. The
poor woman was shaking, so I
suggested we call a family member
as 1 had never seen this lady before
in my life. (There is alcoholism in
my family, so my heart went out to
her.) She said she was 69, but she
looked much older. She started
shaking badly, and began looking
for her bottle. (She had bottles
hidden all over the place, but the
ones I found were empty!) We visited
for half an hour, then she fell asleep
on the couch, so I called the

apartment manager who turned out
to be a young lady about 35. She
said, "Leave her alone; don't get
involved. Go on home."
I went home, but, Abby, this poor
lady has called me five times asking
me to come back. Part of me says,
"Go back and try to help her," and
the other half says, "Listen to the
manager — don't get involved."
I feel guilty because like most
people, I don't want to get involved,
but I can't get this lady out of my
mind. She said she has no family.
What would you do in a case like
this?
W.F., PA'atiii0(1-4EB.
DEAR W.F.: I would go back to
try to find out from the woman
(or the apartment manager) if
she has anyone, anywhere, to
notify in case of accident or
death. Telephone the retirement home in Texas; the people

We Accept
Food Stamps

Prices Good
thru 5-20-87

STORE HOURS
8-7 Mon-Thurs
8-8 Fri and Sat

1407 Main St.
753-4682

THE MURRAY
_ LEDGER
friendships'? His wife would be
devastated if she knew, and my late
husband would turn over in his
grave if he knew his good fnend
was such a rat Abby, this man has
destroyed a friendship. Now I am
going to be forever uncomfortable
when I see him or his wife. Any
advice on how to handle this from
now on?
INSULTED IN THE MIDWEST
A

there may have recent information.
As it stands, she's not competent to live alone. If you can find
no one, then contact your
county department of social
services.
My hat is off to you. That
pathetic woman said she has no
family. She has. We are all part
of the family of man. God bless
you.
DEAR ABBY: I am so angry and
disappointed! Earlier today a good
friend of my deceased husband's
grabbed me in a sexual way. I was
shocked, and told him off in no
uncertain terms. If I were interested
in a man, it would be for marriage
— not a casual romp in the hay.
His wife and I are such good
friends, and when my husband was
alive, we were a constant foursome.
18 there no loyalty, no respect for old

DEAR INSULTED: Since you
have already put him in his
place, chalk it up as an unfortunate lapse in judgment and try
to put it behind you. Why sacrifice your friendship with hir
wife? A woman whose husband
tries to put the make on her
friends needs all the friends she
can keep.

—

ROM GOOD F•

'1" PORK & BEANS.1602.39'
FlavoRich Lo Fat

PEPSI AND
PEPSI PRODUCTS12 pk. cans

089 MILK

1 5% off for all cash prescriptions

Holland Drugs
103 S. 4th St.

753-1462

$169 TEA MIX

COOKIES

12 oz.

Betty Crocker

CAKE MIX

18%2 oz.

79'

Blue Bonnet or Parkay
$ #
10
0

OLEO

3 Ib

79"
'249
69'

PAPER PLATES.100 ct.

Lipton Low Calorie

0/

*Chest Set •Rag-Dolls 'Wall Hangings
•Baskets •Lots More
See Our New Arrivals—
Heart-Shaped Hat Boxes. Furniture
Country Lamps

Merit
gal

gmt

Hellman's Lite

MAYONNAISE

SAVE

1142.4141.54
$42.11141.34
541.44/44.44
664.411-44
few 44.16
141.66-42.611

Crigir.1011%1T
.
IrcococIL AllEaL,z?14Zeit
[cliii•Fdffiro

Gal

Stop and

40%-50% sc:rloeuctpesd

rederaa Si*Ar %twice 14otos Service May 14.
Itseitocky Purcbame Ares Hog Market Report
includes I PloyIng /4410244.1114441p14: Act. 643 Fat
MO Bwrrows & Out. stewdy Sows stead) to LIU
looter.
US 1 I MU* lb..
664.51464 55
lew 66.01
S52.5444.50
$34505450
651.16-64.50

Van Camp

WHOLE MILK

PAGE 1/1

Off On

Hog market

IS 23 III5411 lbs.
Boars 13/4.11143.1111

THURSDAY,
MAY 14, 14117
_

Duncan Hines Soft

We Reserve The Right
T. Lknit Quanitft
Prairie Farm

TIMES

Pam
2
89
6 oz. $

Hunts

VEGETABLE SPRAY

8 oz

oo
l
APPLESAUCE.
. 3/$

KETCHUP

All Flavors

Hyde Park Grade A Large

Bounty Jumbo Roll

EGGS

PAPER TOWELS .79'

Lucky Leaf

GATORADE

89°

„0,

99' CHILI kV/BEANS

32

with $5.00 purchase
. . . doz.
" Limit 2 doz. •

Rosedale Sliced

Chicken and Ribs

BBQ SAUCE
Van

Kelley's

18.79' PEACHES

Camp

PEPSI & PEPSI
PRODUCTS

BEANIE WEANIE 6

Minute Maid Frozen

Pillsbury Main or Self-Rising

FLOUR

59'
79 LEMONADE

5 lb.

15 oz

Charmin

. 29 oz.

79" TOILET TISSUE4„0„..99'
99 CORN OIL
$39
2
79' MEAL
5.99'
Wesson

2 liter

48 oz.

Sunflour Self-rising

16 oz.

14 IN. OR LESS
COME TO OWEN'S FOOD MARKET HOME OF SUPER TRIM MEATS /

Frying
COUNTRY HAM
N ing
LEG ORTS, CHICKEN BREAST SIRLOIN TIP ROAST Sliced
$ 99
$289
Free$ 169
Boneless Skinless

f) It;

II

29°

Clifty F-arm

USDA Choice Boneless

lb./

Ib

lb

BEST MEATS IN TOWN
Golden Ripe

BANANAS

$

CABBAGE
Snow White

MUSHROOMS
Vine Ripe

TOMATOES
CELERY

11504 Chneur Ronele,,

SIRLOIN TIP STEAK

with 115 00 purchase 46.

Fresh Green

Crisp

00

f mgt. li4pri

or cheese

JUMBO WIENERS

.19°
Bo, 89°
59°
39'
lb

lb

'219
'139

I mqe 411 Star

Owen's Best Deli-Baked

$389

HAM

lb

Owen's Best Boneless

PIT BAKED HAM

BOLOGNA

$ 1 39

Owen's Best Deli-Made

BACON.

$ 1 69

BAKED OR BBQ BEANS.

$389
lb
.1b.

$ 109

lb

$ 1 79

Eckrich All Meat

CANNED HAM

699

5.1111 Riof

BOLOGNA
Emge

PORK ROAST

$ 1 29

AMERICAN CHEESE. lb

$
2
39

PORK STEAK

$ 1 59

Owen's Best

$329

$219

BBQ BEEF

PORK CUTLETS

-

lb

•
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT Nr...,,dger.T....
Playhouse in the Park announces
cast, staff for 'No, No, Nanette'
Murray's Playhouse in the Park
has announced the cast of the summer production of the musical
comedy, "No, No, Nanette."
"No, No, Nanette" was first
presented on Broadway in 1925,
then revived in the early 19'70e and
billed as a nostalgia piece. It won
raves for its delightfully silly
story, lively dance numbers, and
catchy and endearing score.
Among the familiar songs: "I
Want to Be Happy" and "Tea for
Two."
The cast for the Murray production features the talents of several
young people, members of the
community theater's Young Actors Guild. These include: Christy
Bell, Kaci Bolls, Lori England,
Gina Harris, Heidi Hein, Deidra
Holcomb, Meredith Julian, Cathy
Krizan, William Gordon, Scottie
Rice, Shane Morton and Michael
Robinson. Appearing as Nanette,
the unconventional girl with
tremendous joie-de-vivre, a true
twenties flapper, is Laney Howell.
Nanette's boyfreind Tom is played
by David Weatherly.
Nanette's equally unconventional father, whose escapades
underline the ronualtic plot, is
played by Bill Phillips, with
Sharon Logsdon as his understanding if somewhat domineering
wife. The cast also includes Louise
Weatherly, in the wonderfully
comic role as Pauline, the maid,
and Pete Lancaster, playing a
character as a steadying and
sober influence who is nonetheless
responsible for most of the comedic misunderstandings.
Other cast members familiar to
Playhouse-in-the-Park audiences
are Holly Bloodworth, Gretta
Shepard, Vince Medlock and Amy
Ross. Newcomers to Murray's
community theater cast in "No,
No, Nanette" are Paula Lee
Stocks, Shell Walker, Gene Biby
and John McDonald.
"No, No, Nanette" will' be
directed by Liz Bussey, with Tim

Murray State University Wind
Ensemble member Todd Hill,
Paris, Tenn., dossed the cap
and gown of graduation as be
performed on bass viol at
Saturday's commencement exercises. The ensemble, under
the baton of Dennis Johnson,
performed "A Tribute to Irving Berne" by Warren Barter
for featured music during the
ceremony. Berlin, composer of
"God Bless America" and
"White Christmas,"
celebrated his 1006 birthday
Tuesday.

%tar peapio 0 David ruck

ships, the cast includes Carol
Julian, Jody Borge, Gene Cook,
Leigh Baker, Helen Foley, Pat
Orr, Kathy Pasco, LaVina Belue,
Terry Delaney, John Pasco and
Tim Powell. The production will
be directed by Skip Homra.

Powell as musical director and
Ben Moore as choreographer.
Debbie Mott will assist the
director.
The set designer is Stephen. D.
Oates, the costume designer is pat
Skinner, and the lighting designer
is Mark Bushart. The electrician
ery Pinkston.
manager is Gary Glass,
with Kaylin Haverstock as assistant stage manager. In charge of
props is Beth Sewart; wardrobe,
Tammy Horton; and make-up,
Lesa Stanley.
Box office coordinators are Lori
Vaughn and Kitty Garland and
concessions coordinator is David
Elliott. House manager is Laura
Lawson.
"No, No, Nanette" will be
presented at the Murray's
Playhouse in the Park June 12-14,
June 18-21, and June 25-28. The box
office opens May 29.
The Playhouse in the Park has
also aruiouncea tne casts for two
shows to be performed later this
summer. All three productions for
the theater's summer season were
cast from open auditions held
earlier this month.
For "Picnic," a thoughful story
of romance and human relation-

For "The Foreigner," a
"delightfully delicious comedy"
which has won several national
awards, the cast includes Greg
Delaney, Pete Lancaster, Sue
Ellen Morris, Holly Bloodworth,
Jeff Sickel, Gene Biby, Max
Cleaver, Charlie Logsden, Jim
Willis, David Elliott, Steve Oates
and John McDonald. "The
Foreigner" will be directed by
Bob Valentine.
"Picnic" will be presented at
the Playhouse on July 10-12, and
July 17-0. "The Foreigner" will
be presetited July 30-August 2 and
August 7-9.
Season tickets for all three summer performances are available
now. Season ticket costs are $13
for adults, $10 for senior citizens,
and $7 for students.
To purchase season tickets, or
for more information about Murray's Playhouse in the Park, call
759.1752.
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Cliff Robertson staying busy
CULVER CITY, Calif. (API —
Cliff Robertson, like most actors,
keeps a bag packed and his
passport handy.
Just in from Quebec where he
filmed the four-hour miniseries
"Ford: The Man and the
Machine" for Operation Prime
Time, Robertson has a limousine
standing by to take him to the airport for a flight to London. Before
Quebec, he was in Vancouver,
British Columbia, co-starring with
Burt Reynolds in the feature film
"I•falone."
After winding up three days in

I.ze Angeles filming five new commercials for AT&T, he's flying to
London, where daughter Heather,
18, is waiting. They will go on to
the Seychelles Islands in the Indian Ocean for a few weeks of
relaxation.
"I played Henry Ford from the
age of 30 to 80 in Quebec," Robertson says during a break in the
filming of the commercials at
Laird Studios in Culver City. "The
temperature was 20 below zero
with a wind chill factor of 40
below. I said a few more days of
that and I wouldn't need the
makeup."

WKMS Highlights
Friday. Map 14 ihirsegh Thuredisf, May 11
Meeday-Friday
6:34 am. Morning Edition
a.m. Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with
news headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe
Jackson
4 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's news
magazine of the air.
•p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Eaten "Stranger in Two Worlds
by Jean Harris
Friday, May lb
8:38 p.m Evening Classics — Classical Encore with C B Hunt
1:34 p.m. Niestbeat Joe Jackson offers a program of cool and
progressive Ass from the '50. through the '70s
11 p.m. Soulffight
nakerday. May II
4 a.m. Pickin' with . A look at new albums in the WHMS
folk bluegrass library.
7 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon. NPR's weekend look at
happenings around the world.
1 a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Folk and bluegraas music
from the W1CMS record library with Linda Morgan and Lynn
Jarrett
12 see.. Mountain Stage with Larry Croce.
2 p.m. Our Front Porch with host John Sheffler
Singer/songwriter Dougie MacLean Is guest.
3 p.m. Off the Track. Music from the folk/rock and rock traditions
of the '110s and '70's with John Griffin and Jim Carpenter,
4 p.na All Things Conakiered
5 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion with Garrison Kantor Live
from the World Theatre with blues and Jan artist TA) Mahal
7 p.m. Marian McPartland's Piano Jags. Chick Corea Ls guest
•p.m. Juts Saturday Night
$ p.m. Jars Horizons. Contemporary Ass hosted by Cern
WW.lams
lienday, May 17
4 a.m. Opus '87 with Mike Rathke Chamber music from festival
performances and classical music from the WKIlli record library
II a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Sternberg. Two hours of news
from NPR.

SEARS
OUR BEST
MAY AUTOMOTIVE
BUYS!

1 p.m. The Big Broadcast of 18117 with Bobby Bryan Featured ar.
.fists include Charlie Barnett, Benny Goodman, Guy Lombardo, Al
Hibbler others.
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
5 p.m. Our Times. Interviews and features with INK:MS news and
public affairs director Kent Jenkins.
4 p.m. Legacies — The history of women and the family in
America from English settlement to the Civil War.
4:11 p.m. NPR Playhouse — The Hitch-hiker's Guide to the
Galaxy, episode 10. p.m. Vocal Chords with Jane Snead. Faculty members from the
M.SU Department of Music survey the tradition of classical vocal
music
8 p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Butner. Richard Shahanikui.
speaker designer, is guest.
•p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
111 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space. Electronic and
meditative space music.
Moaday, May 18
8:18 p.m. Evening Classics — The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
— Yoav Talon conducts Mozart, Corigliano, Rossini. and
Schumann.
3:31 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists Include
Red Norvo, Stan Mark,Coleman Hawkins, Chris Conner and others
Tuesday, May Hi
4:111 p.m. Evening Classics — The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Mark Elder conducts Elgar, Beethoven. and Tippett. Emanuel Ax.
soloist
1:11 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include
Oscar Peterson. Stan Gets, Billy Holiday. Buddy Rich, and others
Wednesday,!Shy 11
4:* p.m. Evening Classics — New York Chamber Music Series
11:311 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include
Red Garland. Scott Hamilton, Sarah Vaughn, Lionel Hampton and
others.
Thursday, May ti
8:$0 p.m. Evening Classics — New York Philharmonic Leonard
Slatkin conducts Berth's, Ribtristein. and Adams. Shure Cherkassy.
piano.
5:3111 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include
Mllt Jackson, Rosemary Clooney, Duke Ellington, and others

Read the want ads daily

Made by Michelin,
backed by Sears!

Rompers

9.99
Reg. To 18.99
Rompers in assorted colors,
stripes& patterns. Many
new styles to choosefrom.
S.M.L

Cotton Tank
Sweaters

"Nationally Advertised"

10.99

Take An
Additional

Reg. To 18.99

Sun wear
Coordinates

20% Off

Tank Dresses
(Solids)

Great collection of Cotton
Tank Sweaters in many
fashion colors in stripes
&solids. S.M.L

Fashion Skirts

Reg. 10.99 To 22.99

10.99

15.99

SALE-8.79 To 18.39

Reg. To 16.99

Reg. To 23.99

Versatile Tank Dresses in
beautifulfashion colors.

Fashion Skirts in hot new
stylesforsummer. Junior
Mis

Id

.Yr,̀verti .'
Spring Coordinates 40u/o To

' ationally

80.99-SALE 6.99 TO 31.99

"Our Everyday
Low Prices"

Sun Wear& Active Coordinatesfrom famous name makers including Hang Ten,Tomboy& Many Others.Junior&
Jaime sizes. *Nog An he

70% OffReg.24.99 To

*Alfred Dunner•Co.Cob & Many Others.*Neu oll groups In

all stores. Junior At Mosesslaw.
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Swag purchase

Gra PS nosesisndier Or 70 sem waft tree
Out ••cini tread on We road Wan ereinsry we.
1111.10
ridei000111
SAVE dittiegrolf MOW DOW,
SAVIE
Olelvird INI1110•11 San and 10,
**A
lpht trucks ISIY430,04.
trade*,

Come Join Us And
Sail The Caribbean
Group Cruise - July 18-25
Royal Caribbean Cruise Line

Take An Additional

Central Shopping Center

25% 0
Murray, Ky.

—

The Song of Norway ports of call:

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
A Wow ovedvas• moue, ea 'educed
,avcacaaval eau'
•5
seeeraii• e. 0.
Pmai Sri catalog once"
WY CO'Seaveld •avasace, aro'• All,
*bout Seers Credo plans

Category H fOutside Stateroom
Category --I (Inside Stateroom,

nOCie

'ationally Advertised"

Sun!lasses

Our Roadhandler 50 Highway
Radial has the same steel belted
construction and limited 50.000
mile warranty as our finest allseason radia! See your Sears
Catalog Store for details

r avel

1,274,00
S 1,147.00

For Further Information
Call Collect 217-735-2575

010.0•444404.14,..L.
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$ Save Thousands $
Just Arrived
GM Program Cars
Low Mileage 1987 Cars
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Collins' investment pact undone
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — An
agreement has been reached to
reverse the year-old merger of an
investment company owned by
Dr. Bill Collins, the governor's
husband, and the Kentucky Horse
Center; according to the center's
president.
President Joe E. Johnson III, a
Republican candidate for goer.
nor, said Wednesday that Collins
and former state Finance
Secretary Lester "Mac" Thompson have signed agreements that

They Qualify for our low 3.9% financing

would essentially undo the
merger. Collins and Thompson
could not be reached for comment.
"They agreed to take the whole
thing back," Johnson said of
Wednesday's agreement, which
will be culminated in 90 days.
Johnson has been trying to undo
the deal with Collins Investments
since resuming ownership of the
horse center in January. "I didn't
think it was a good deal," he said.
Johnson is now suing the man in
charge of the horse center when

FIEMTiN6 IN THE AR
15 50 IMPERSONAL..
50METiME5 I ALMOST
ENVY SPIKE...

Purdom Motors, Inc.

the deal was made — Robert R.
Hagopliut
Collins Investments merged
with a horse center subsidiary,
Kentucky Horse Center Management Corp., last April, while the
center was owned and operated by
Hagopian.
Hagopian returned the horse
center to Johnson after Johnson
sued, contending that Hagopian
had never paid him for the company's stock.

AT LEAST IN THE
INFANTRY HE CAN
SEE THE ENEMY FACE
TO FACE..

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
Oldsmobile — Pontiac — Cadillac — Buick
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray
753-5315

S.

TONORROwI.
PRO5A5u4
EVEN
CARE IF Tie WLES
GET DIRTY

THIS COUPON IS YOUR

in II

PASSPORT TO FLORIDA SUPER SAVINGS

rtitt- dr

• 441,

50

Vacation
•
at these
•
•ANGQ:uluA&vum
II and pay only
•
111

d

(

tt. 4
OKAY °DIE, I HEARD YOU DOGS
ARE SUPPOSED TO BE &OOP
AT TRACKING THINGS. MAQBE
YOU CAN HELP ME—

5

HERE'S A PICTURE OF A
LASAGNA. NOW GET IT,
OM! GET IT!

NIGHTLY
PER PERSON
DOUBLE OCC.

Ft. Pierce/Oceanfront
2600 N. AlA

Melbourne/West #2
10900W. Hew Haven Ave.

Merritt Island #2
260 E. Merritt Island Causeway

Melbourne/Riveriewil
4400 S. Harbor City Blvd.

Melbourne/Oceanfront #3
2600 AlA

Orlando/West In Ocoee
Hwy. 50 & Maguire Rd.

• Not available at all hotels over Labor Day.
Coupon cannot be used in conjunction with arty other special offer.
Special rate available only if you ask for it on first request for reservation
or present this coupon at time of check in. Price valid to Dec. 31, 1987

Phone us from

any -\k..e.t.k

•
I HAVE THE OFFICE
READY TO BE MOPPED.
NEED A BREAK

ONE THING I'YE
L EARN EI2, PONT
QUESTION THE
ARMY WAY OF
DOING THINGS

or use the Holidex —

_so
tg,

PNhoowne

FLORIDA \k

.1,1/14)A: 1-800-HOLIDAY

Get
A FREE CONNECTION
to
Basic Cablevision
SAVE $10.00
plus
A Rebate check worth up to $11.25 if you
subscribe to basic or add one of our
premium channels(HBO, The Disney Channel, or Cinemax). This rebate check will be
applied to the 3rd month of your service!
Wow.
5avc..
I can

Hurry!
up 1042Call Today!
Ziy
e offer ends

753-5005
By

Bel-Air Shopping Center Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
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Channel Selector is required.
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CLASSIFIEDS
•
2 .Netit•

6. 14•Ip Wasted

3. Card of Thanks

BARRETT'S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for $21.95 installed. 200 N. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky. 753-6001.
COUNTRY Jeans, has
iust received a new
shipment of first quality
Guess and Zeno jeans in
the latest styles and
fashions. Guess jeans in
24 waist to 32. Zona in
size 3 through 13. Many
other named brands.
California Raisin' t shirts and Coca-Cola
vests. So why not drive
a little and save slot.
Country Jeans. 5 miles
on 94 East, 759 1062.
Sat
Open Fri
10A.M.-5P.M., Monday
through Thursday after
4P.M. by appointment.

2 .N•tice
MD a cake tor mai
special someone, or lust
for the heck of It. Call
PAM'S CAKE HUT. Our
cakes are made fresh to
order, we use only Me
best of ingredients and
our prices are iint as
great. Once you.see & bite
into that cake you'll know
why so many others depend on Pam's Cake Hut.
We try harder because we
want to. 756402.

Oard of links
We the parents of the
children at Eastwood
Baptist Church and
Christleo School would
like to thank the faculty, staff. and other
members of Eastwood
Baptist Church and
Christian School for
their love. dedication.
patience,
and
understanding of the
children and parents
during this year and the
past school years. We
are especially thankful
to God for allowing
Murray to have such a
wonderful Christian
church and school in
this community.
Thank You and May
God Bless you all
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
W. Terry (Minister k
Principal)
Mrs. Cheryl Jones &
family
Mrs. Debbie Adair k
family
Mrs. Brenda Luther k
family
Mrs. Lois Greene &
family
Mrs. Pam Trees *
family
Mr. & Mrs. Ron Wright
k family
Mrs. Diane Myers k
family
Mrs. Cathy Waugh k
family
Mrs. Barbara Harrell
& family
Bro. Andy Harrell Is
family
Mr. and Mrs Jerry
Conley & family
Mrs. Laverne Ryan &
family
Mrs. Emily Luther &
family
May God especially
bless anyone that may
have been left out.

GRAND OPfiNNG
Fri. & Sat.
Goins Catfish
Lake

S. Lost and Felled
tOST- Irish Setter In
South 641 area. Answers
to name "Maggie".
Reward given for re•
turn of dog. 713-3/99 or
753-4502.
LOST female kitten,
white and grey long
hair, yellow collar.
Broad Street area
Please return child's
pet. 753-6398 or 753-3879.

6. Help Wanted
tSTABLTSHED area
business Is looking tor
an aggressive
salesperson. Must be
dedicated and re ,
sponsible. Insurance
bonus and commission
available. Experience
in industrial supplies
hardware and/or
automotive products
beneficial. Send resume
to P.0 Box 1040.B,
Murray, Ky.
ULL time deli help
needed. Apply in person
Owen's Food Market.
HELP wanted: RN,
part time or/ PAR
relief. Position requires
or call rotation. Ex
perience desirable.
Contact: Marshall
County Hospital, 503
George McClain Drive,
Benton, KY 42025. Attention: Shirley
Cothran, RN. 527.1336,
ext 143.
HOME ASSEMBLY
INCOME. Assemble
products at home. Parttime. Experience unnecessary. Details. Call
813-327-08%, Ext. 613.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if : (1)you do not have
Teach as to share
To Thee,0 God we lift GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
our hearts.
have been out of school
and 9 months or more, (3)
In
gratitude
promise
you are between ages 16
For all the blessings & 21. We are a E0E.
This
project is funded
which you send
by the Western Ky.
Into our lives each day. Private
Industry
Though undeserving Council- JTPA. Call
we may be,
J.T.P.A. Out Of School'
Our needs you still 753-9378 between 830•
12:005 days a week.
supply:
Teach us to share with OFFICE help, must be
dependable, typing a
others
must. Call 354-6377 Mon
These blessings from Fri between
10A.M.•4P.M.
on high.
LouisPinkerton Fritz OUT of school person
needed for afternoon
work, good pay, ap
proximately 4 hours
Call 474-11156 after 6P.M.

Hwy 1241 st leiter Bottom 7 mi. week of lens
Oak 3mi. north of Folsom
Deis
lies Bea - FREE rod a reel
etch day for brew fish
Stocked by James Samna
of Laves 9663529
GLASS work Auto
glass, plate glass, win,
dow glass, insulated
glass, store fronts,
mirrors and glass table
tops. M&G Complete
Glass Company, Dixie
land Center, 753-0180.
HAVING a party? Add
music to it! Complete
-light show and music
call DPD Sound
436,2240
IF you haven't been in
lately at Jo An's
Varieties you had better
check her prices_ Jo-An
doesn't wait until cer
tam seasons to have a
sale, she has one all the
time Jo-An's Varieties
on the Square, Murray
753 9569
11

Memorial
Wreaths
Can be seen at

Bits & Pieces
1607 West Olive
Open 9-5
Mon-Sun
;1.99 & Up
753-7S59
SHOW cases and dis
play cases made up
Also, some types of odd
obs & home improve
merit work done. M&G
Complete Glass Corn
parly, Dixieland Center,
753 0180
TI-SE Gold Nugget, wesf
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky 247-6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
-We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it " Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler
WALLACE'S U Pick
Strawberries open Toes
Thurs Sat.,
7A m 7P M , Sun.,
1P.M 5P M. Nortn 16th
arid Poor Farm Road
753-0195

MEDICAL OPPORTUNITIES!
Medical Receptionist
and RN or LPN
Needed for surgical office
Previous Medical Experience Required.
Excellent typing, dictaphone, computer, insurance and communication skills required
Send resume and salary requirements to
P.O. Box 1040-E, Murray, KY 42071

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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14. Wont t• Buy
111. Nome FiwnishiRgs
ANTIQUE bedroom
RELIABLE carrier suite, uniquely carved, MARINE batteries, IS
sub. needed. Right per- including large 3 drawer amp, 132.99; 105 amp,
son *Ili make good dresser with beveled $47.99. Wallin Hard
wages, must have car. mirror, matching 5 ware, Downtown, Paris.
Also, Will SW. for MOWS drawer chest and night Tn.
than one carrier. Call table. All pieces deep oak MURRAY riding
after 6P.M. 799-11229 or finish and good condition mower, 11HP, 36" cut,
474-1856.
Asking $1,200. If inter- $450. 759-1958 after
436- 5P.M.
SHORT order coos and ested call after 4:30
NICE! Utility Trailers,
2174,
other restaurant duties
shower: $199. Murray Rental
No experience neces•
sary. Part-time, full- 32"-$129.95, 36" (slight Sales 753-1201.
-South RUBBER bed mats for
time, days Only. Send irregulars). Mid
Building; 342 all makes of pick-up's.
resume to P.O. Box SW Wholesale
East Washington; Also, tool boxes for
Murray, Ky. 42071,
901442-2352.
compact pick-up's
WANTEll Boat pile Paris;
for Kentucky and GREY daybed couch Stokes Tractor, Industwith reclining suns, rial Rd. 753-1319
Barkley Lakes. Call
$125. 1 year old Sealy TREATED lumber in
753-1831 after 6P.M.
Posturepedic firm stock. Check our prices
WANTED: Exsprings and mattress, and save! Mid -South
perienced, mature in753-4002.
Wholesale Building; 342
dividual for secretarial $250.
position. Excellent QUEEN size waterbed East Washinton; Paris;
typing skills, shorthand with 2 night stands and 901-642-2552.
or speed writing; word dresser. Call 753-3322.
processing capability
and knowledge of 19. Farm Equipment
27. Mobile Homes kx Sale
medical terminology
tractor,
PERGUSON
required. Send resume
to: Marshall County bushhog, plow, excellent good rental property,
Hospital 503 George condition. Call 436-2289 $2500. Call MSU Federal
Credit Union at 753-6301.
McClain Drive Benton, after 5p.m.
12x60 MOBILE home,
Ky. 42025 Attn: Director
Equipment
20,
Sports
needs work, good for
of Nursing.
workshop or storage,
WENDY'S has immedi- FOR your team un
ate openings for 6 part- iforms, caps, equip- $750. Call MSU Federal
time positions, morning & ment and trophies. Now Credit Union at 753-6301.
afternoon, 7a.m. til 4p.m. have white baseball 12x65 ATLANTIC, /
bedroom, good condionly. No experience pants, youth and adult
tion. Must sell. 753-4331.
necessary. Apply in per- at Faye's.
14x70 DIXIE, 2 bedson Mon.-Fri. 2-4p.m.
room, 2 full baths, all
RESPONITBLE person 2 2 . Musical
appliances, central heat
to care for children in
tasnoneø
OLD
up
and air, underpinning.
my home in city when
school is out. 753-2494 rightpiano, formerly 753-5812.
player piano, asking 14x70 MOBILE home. 3
after 5P.M.
$250. Call 753-9630.
bedrooms, 1/2 baths,
PART time exUPRIGHT grand piano
central air, on 3/4 acre
perienced upholsterer
Call
753-5764.
private lot, 2 minutes
753-2475 or 901442-5244.
WORKING player from downtown. 753for
NEEDED
REPS
piano, $1000. 437-4432.
0330.
business accounts. Full.
14x70 TRAILER fully
time, 560,000-180,000.
furnished, extra clean.
Part time, 512,000 518, 24. Miscellaneous
Nice covered grill. 759000. No selling, repeat ii Vp.,
cut tractor
business. Set your own lawn mower, $500. Call 1249.
1972 FLEETWOOD,
hours. Training pro
after 5p.m. 753-2378.
12x65, 3 BR, bath & 1/2
vided. Call 1-612-938• 1 BARBER chair,
6870, M -F, 84.M. to double barrell shotgun with pull-out extension on
living room, gas, central
5P.M. (Central
with hammer. Call 759 air, 200 amp service pole
Standard Time)
4502
with underpinning & an.
9, Situation Wanted
STATION screen tenna. Extra nice. Must
A'!'AL fouse printer, used very little, sell. 17,000. 753-4302.
cleaning. Dependable. make an offer. 502 527 1981 ALADIN 12)(56.
Underpinning, steps,
Year of experience. 3222.
4 WHITE meg wheels meter pole, all electric,
References. 759-4604.
tires, nuts and excellent condition,
Now accepting chil- and
dren between the ages locks, $80 complete. $6500. 851-3646 after
130P.M.
of 18 months and pre- 436-5636 or 436.5636
school for child care, in 4'x8' TREATED lattice 1982 14x70, 2 BR, 2 baths,
fireplace, gas stove, remy home. Afternoon & panels $9.95 ea Mid
night shift available. 10 South Wholesale frigerator, dishwasher,
East
34-2
skicting,-Wil-1- help-pay-kw
Years- experience.
Washington; Paris, 901- moving. Must see to apPhone 753-3831.
preciate. Call 759-9809
WILL do bush hogging 642-2.552.
AJAX upright air com- 9a.m.-4:30p.m., 382-2696
Call 753-7746 or 753-1513.
after 5p.m.
WOULD like to do house pressor, SHP motor, 60
gal. tank, like new, $700. 84- 14x60 Willow Creek,
cleaning References
Call 759-9082
753 7158.
2 bedroom, central
COUNTRY hams for heat, like new, 110,500.
sale. 2 hog feeders. VW Call 4119-28611 after 6P.M.
tube type dune buggy. IN Crappie Hollow, off
10. Business Opportunity
753.6215.
280- 12x55 mobile home
FIREWOOD to cut from on 2 lots. 2 bedrooms, 3
753
timber
tops.
Call
storage houses, picket
For Sala
3173.
fence, shrubbery and
or LamleroR sale- Deep freeze, shade. Good water.
chest type, almost new. $7000. 436-2901.
$150 firm. Call only LEAVING state- have
between 5:30P.M. and reduced price. 2 be9P.M. 753-8657.
drooms, completely
HOST dry carpet cleaner, furnished with washer
the professional way to and dryer and many
dry clean carpets your, other extras. On a 1/2
self, on sale now at acre private lot near
Black's Decorating Cen- Murray. 753-8461.
Wrecker and shop equipter, 701 S. 4th St. Murray
ment Near slate line
or call 753-0839.
Fulton
LARGE, large, large 1 OR 3 BR, furnished or
selection of storage unfurnished, some new
buildings in stock, for furniture, natural gas
immediate delivery.
PARIS, Tn. 6 acres with Acree Portable electric, air conhome and 2 shop Buildings, Mayfield, ditioned, Shady Oaks
753-5209.
buildings. Excellent Ky. 502-247 7831.
business location. $58,
000, owner financing.
INVITATION TO BID
901 642-3332.
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13 Walking
sticks
16 Goddess of
discord
19 Sows
20 Himalayan
animal
22 Dispatches
23 Pronounces
judgment on
25 Temporary
shelter pi
26 Energetic
28 Publisher
29 Protective
ditches
30 Simon
31 Scheme
32 Sword
33 New - Day
35 Metal
38 Escape
39 Surfeit
41 Perch
12 Moccasin
44 Sun ood
46 Roman 51

*sills Hewes for lent
1 AND !MI=
trailers in city limits.
No pets. 753-9166 or
753-2345.

30. Rosiness Rentals
/Snell STORE front,
carpeted. 1303 Chestnut
St. adjoining MSU campus. 615-262-0000.
BUSINESS hulloing
144) sq. ft., 903 Arcadia,
across from the City
Park. Phone 753-6251.
OFFICE or small business space available In
Southside Shopping Center. 753-6612 or 753-4509 or
753-9386.

34. laseess_ Sw Rem

41. Public Sales

LARGE newly at
mated house, large lot,
noir collage. Call 733
2947 atter 1P.M.
LARGE newly decorated house, large lot,
near college. Call 7552967 after 1P.M.
,41L-E 7 bedroom house
located on West Olive
St. near University. $210
per month plus deposit.
No pets. 753-2237 after
4P.M. weekdays.

31. Want to Rent
tENIOR tidy needs to
rent a nice clean home
with gas heat, in city. Call
759-1969

Yard Sale
1409 Sycamore
Fri. & Sat.
Coffee
table,
typewriter, violets,
lace collars, record
player, materials,
clothes, curtains,
bed spreads, porch
swing, antiques.

36. For Rent at Lasso
MOBILE home lot for
rent. City water, storage building, lots of
shade, slKluded, 5 miles
North oT Murray. Call
after 7P.M. 759-1330.

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
1310 Doran Rd.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Fri. 8-5
rrifinTrITTMro
horses and Quarter
Sat. 8-1
horses. Call 489-2559
32. Apts for Rent
TV's, stereos, grill,
after 6P.M.
lawn
suitcase,
and
SIMMENTAL
apartments, nicely
furnished, located near Simbrah bulls. Per- mowers, clothes-girls
campus. Days, 753-6111; formance & semen 1-21, tboy 12-14,
tested. Excellent qualnights, 753-0606.
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, ladies 6-14, lots of
1 BEDROOM furnished Ky. 522-8794.
jeans & misc.
apartment. Partial
utilities paid. No pets. 30. Pets-Supplies
753-9741.
ritliTirgsrTirM1
1 BEDROOM apart- ri
ment, partial utilities Alaskan Malamute
furnished, $135. puppies. Call 1-354-8752.
Fri. & Sat.
753-3949.
CHOtOLATE Lab
1 BEDROOM furnished puppies, AKC re
7 a.m. - ?
apartment. 2 bedroom gistered. Males $200,
Approx. 3 mi. on 94-E
unfurnished apartment females $175. Call 759with kitchen applian- 4158 or 522-3100.
turn on Hwy. 280 go
ces. Phone 492-8662 COCKAT1ELLSapprox. 2 miles to
after 5P.M.
male- pied, 1 femaleRoberts Estates, turn
1 BR apt., downtown grey. Both 1 year
old.
left on Locust Drive.
Murray. You pay elec- $75 per pair. 354-6003
Follow signs.
tric, only $125 per Aurora.
month. Deposit re RABBITS.
Children & adult clothing
753-0834.
quired. 753-7196, after
ceiling fan many other ,
5p.m. 759-4545.
items
1 OR 2 BR, furnished 41. Public Sales
apt., private entrance.
Near University. No
pets. Deposit. 753-9393.
1 or 2 R.EDROOM apartment near downtown
Fri. & Sat.
Murray. Call 753-4109,
762-6650 or 436-2844.
Corner
of 9th
) BEDROOM apartFri. & Sat.
& Sycamore
ments for rent at Embassy Apartments.
a.m.-1 p.m.
8
Families and married 1979 F-250 Ford
Wiswell Rd.
1609
pickup,
desk
couples welcomed. Now
renting 1 bedroom calculators, clothes,
Infant & children's
apartments. Call 753- 12-14 girls, 12-14
clothing, high chair,
3530.
ladies, 3-4 boys,
/ BEDROOM duplex In
stroller, maternity
Westwood Subdivision. dishes, Ors, ARK diaclothes, toys, other
mond
ring,
misc.
furnished.
Appliances
misc items
$275 per month.

Trarmitirrriar-ne, r 7 'MrrmtleTIMEn

Hibbs Auto
or &kat
Garage and
Truck Stop

472-1634

1 2

insurance

NURSINO HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. Our most comprehensive policy
pays for Skilled, Intermediate
or
Custodial Care.
With Medicare's
new guidelines for
confinement, Nursing
Home
Insurance is more
Important
than
ever. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
78/1-4198
-tree lees/ Win servies"

May 13, 1987
The Fiscal Court of Calloway County will
accept bids to purchase (1)one tractor and
boom mower. Bids are to be returned by
May 27, 1987, by 1:00 p.m., to the office of
Judge/executive George H. Weaks in The
Calloway County Courthouse. The Fiscal
Court reserves the right to accept or reject
any and all bids. Specifications are
available in the office of Judge/Executive
George H. Weaks in the Courthouse.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
By George H. Weaks, Judge/executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

Kopperud Realty
Open Houses
Sunday, May 17, 2-4 p.m.

9 Thoron
510 Figure of
speech
11 Piece of
dinnerware
7

12

id
:
•

P'
S-

Mixes
2 Peruse
3 Paddle
4 Equally
5 Dtsfigures
8 Alluring
woman
7 See eagles
8 Footlike part

14
24

ST Y
T I E
Cs
A T

DOWN

11

21

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Happiness
36 Diphthong
37 Beast of
burden
38 Candid
39 Health resort
40 Agave plant
41 !name
42 Couple
43 Set of games
45 Raises the
spirit of
47 Evaluates
46 Kitchen
utensil

1 wide
6 Clans
11 Gratify
12 Peaceful
11 Producer
Norman
15 Flowerless
plants
17 Mother
16 In addition
te Painful spots
20 Transfix
21 Six-pointer
22 European
finch
23 Small valley
24 Holds in high
regard
26 Parts of
skeleton
27 Finishes
28 Urge on
29 Repairs
31 Principal
34 Grain pi

Mirrray Ledger & Times

14

Want to Buy
JUNK cars and trucks.
Call 753-3633, ask for
Larry.
WANT to buy- 1 to f
acre lot with or winxiut
well, within 5 miles of
town, east side
preferred, city water
O.K. 753-4083.
15. Articles for Sole
SHINGLES I115.95 sq.
I colors to
choose from). Mis
South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris, 9016422532.
PIBERGLASS tub I
shower combination
$169.95 (slight
irregulars). Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2512.
kEN Holland prints,
numbered and signed.
437-432.
MAINTENANCE- free
PVC pipe furniture for
deck, patio, pool, lawn
and sunroom. White,
vanilla and grey frames
with cushions. 753-7110.

Come by sad view 3
meat sad attreetive borne*.

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

759-4406.
BROWN gable
townhouses in Benton
now available for leasing. Enjoy the quiet,
'
peaceful life. Custom
decorated, 2 and 3
Fri. & Sat.
bedroom, 1 1/2 and 2
7 a.m. until dark
1/2 baths. Spacious
design, fully equipped 2 miles east of _
kitchens. All maintenance provided. These Dexter on corner of
units must be seen to 1346 of Brooks
appreciate their qual- Chapel Rd.
ity. 527-1481 for an
New jewelry, antique
appointment.
DUPLEX for rent, T - dolls, wood work,
block from MSU cam- - lots of odds and
pus. $165 per month. ends.
753-1914 or 753-2649.
EXTRA nice, 1 bed
room apartment. Garbage disposal, washer
and dryer hook up,
stove, refrigerator,
fireplace and garage.
1324 Diuguid Dr. $250
per month. Call 753-0504
after 5P.M.
FURNISHED apartFri. & Sat.
ments, 1 or 2 bedrooms
also sleeping rooms.
7-?
Adults only, no pets.
North
20th
807
Zimmerman Apartments South 16th 753- Dishwasher, stove,
6609.
garbage disposal, kitPor rent: I or 2 BR apts.
chen
cabinet,
Water furnished. Starting
at $141. Murray Manor clothes, boys bike,
Limited. Equal Housing many other Items.
Opportunity. Call
753-8668.
MUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
MURRAY'S newest
apartments. Private.
Two bedrooms, all appliances. University
view. Condo-style. $375.
753-8096.
NEW 2 BR apt. in Westwood subdivision. Central
heat & air, microwave,
dishwasher, disposal,
range & refrigerator,
washer & dryer hook-up.
Lease & deposit required.
759-1503.

Yard Sale

Backyard
Sale

s BR. 1%

r2

list arairama Deese,$ BR.SB.am** gas heating,
Moss

34. Mesta ler Rent

TITWIll
imarrfr
791-031,
ail Osier Rom warred Nib at city lindls. Just on
O.emend gaellswiting.
Camel/Maw Real.
acre ho•••.NII.

nous Milt!Kippered Realty
See You Sunday Afternoon!

Yard Sale
Fri. May 15th
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. May 18th
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
513 South 8th St.
Gas grill, tent, clothing
appliances, dishes.
couch, recliner, and lots
more'

Gigantic
Estate Sale!
Something for everyone'
Tools, dishes, collec
tittles, crochet & knit
kerns, clothes, furniture.
etc.
Fri. & Sat.
May 15 & 16
On Third Street in Hazel
behind Methodist Church
Former Jacobson house

rotsini duplex

located on quiet street
in Westwood. All rooms
good Sized, tastefully
decorated in earth
tones. All appliances
furnished, large wood
deck, private backyard
with trees. Ideal for
retired person. $325 per
month. Lease and deposit. 753-0814 before
8:30A.M. or past 5P.M.
ROOM-mate wanted to
share nice furnished
house. Minutes from
campus. Call 753-4101
before 9A.M. or after
5P.M.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
'Equal Housing
Opportunity.
r

etta Oali 11111 Delve, (Weetweed
bathe, Ulu Dew home. Iver Mrs.

Yard
Sale

month. Call
in nesse on Chlai
Country Club Rd, Call
733-1776 or 753-1215.

4 NRCHICIPM. 7 WM in
Sherwood Forest.
11360/rno. No pets. Deposit required. Call
7964138.

NOTICE
Closing as of 5-14-87
Going out of Business
For Service Coll
West Ky. Appliance 753-4478
or
Steele & Allbritten 753-5341
Thank-You for your past patronage.

Sincerely,
Jos "Sonny" McKinney

ELECT

Rick
Lamkin
Murray
City Council
*QUALIFIED •CONCERNED
•RESPONSIBLE
Paid for by the candidate

THURSDAY, MAY 14, 1987

CLASSIFIEDS
38. P;ts•Supglies

3$. Pete-Se

SPRING

sale. AKC
German Shepherds and
AKC Australian Cattle
dogs. Champion sired,
$200-up. Obedience
lessons, boarding.
436258.

REAUTIFULEimall
size, female 1Forky,
housebroke, $145. Also,
poodle, 4
black
lbs., housebroke, $95.
All registered. 502-4721913.

41. Public Sales

41. Public Salas

Yard Sale
Saturday
8-?
509 S. 7th
Law van, lawn
mower, 100's of
paperback books,
twin box springs &
mattress, dishes,
clothes (all sizes), lots
of misc.

4 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
111 North 7th St.
Antique chairs, antique
piano, storm door,
children's clothes, toys,
play pen, car seat, infant
swing & seat, odds &
ends

3 Party
Yard Sale

41. Public

2 Family
Moving Salo

maw

Fri. a Sat.
7:30 a.m. -?
1005 Olive St.
Antique walnut bed, stereo
gas range, lots of furniture
appliances. computer
clothing, games & toys
(lanes & glassware

°forage
Sale
Fri. 8-4 p.m.
Sat. 8-12 p.m.
1126 CIrcarsma Dr.
Lamps, drapes, luggage, bedspreads,
lots of misc.

Big
Yard Sale
in Aurora at
Ken Oak Motel.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. till?
Old flour cabinet, coins,
iron kettles, bean pots,
iron dinner bell, baby
cradle, oil lamps, small
saw table, tools, odds
and ends.

NO EARLY BALES

43. Real Estate
14)(70 2 BR, 2 bath, central' heat S. air, all electric, partial furn.,
covered concrete patio,
carport, 20x40 garage
plus 8x40 mobile home on
beautiful shaded lot with
rock fence. Aprrox. 300
yards from waters edge
on blacktop road. Phone
436-5496.
5 BEDROOM doublewide mobile home on a
210x212 lot, all electric.
Close to school, lake and
town. Includes 1 car
shop and storage building, shop ideal for
business use. 753-1789
9A.M.•5P.M.; 753-1880
after 6P.M.

Yard
Sale

Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-1
No Early Sales
King Richard Or, in
Sherwood Forest.
Drapes, rods, antiques,
patio furniture, crafts,
household items &
clothing

Sales

May 15th & 16th
7 a.m. - ?
923 North 6th
Furniture,
clothes, odds
& ends.

LESLIE
FURCHES
For

District Judge
'Integrity •Exptvience
iEnthusissm

Summer Day Camp
Enroll Now
First Assembly of God
- Sunshine Center
*Sw,imming
*Bowling
*Field Trips
*Video Presentations
*Sports
And much morel
Offered to children K-6. Limited to 15 children.
Program availability subject to enrollment
For info. - Call 753-6605 or 7534945.
Enrollment Deadline - May 20

48. Auto Services

01 PrIMIE

Prin9
Time Is Here!
Why not for
your car, too?
*Wash diGiaze
*Wax
*Clean Interior
and Engine
for 'SO

T & H Motors
1206 Diuguid
763-11577 or
7 - 2

IMPORT

Auto Salvage,
new & used parts- motors,
transmissions, starters,
alternators. Mon. Sat
Ila.m.-Sp.m. 474-2325.

49. Used Cars

1984 Cutlass
Supreme
P.S.; P.B., Air, Tilt,
Cruise, AM/FM
Cassette, Extra
Clean, ' Low
Mileage.

5 1 . Ca inpers
4 STAR II' truck camper. Sleeps 4, dinette,
gas stove, Oven, refrigerator, chemical
toilet, water tank, storage, 12 and 110 volt, $495
or offer. 436-5636 or
436-5106.
SCOTTY-Serra camper
with porch awning,
sleeps 4. $500. Phone
492-1510.
52. Bests•Mot0 r S
17' RUNABOUT 150HIs
Mecury, walk through
windshield, tandem
trailer. 753-9131 or 7534729 after 5P.M.
GLASTRON 16' boaf
and trailer with OMC
140HP inboard/ outboard motor, like brand
new, S8500. 753-4389 or
753-5960.
14ARR15 Flot Boat, 24
foot, loaded, excellent
condition. Slip available. $7750. Also, 16 foot
Arrow -glass, fishing
and ski boat with
trailer, loaded. $2,500.
753-3683.
SAILBOAT, 22' Venture
with trailer. 3 sails,
poptop, Evinrude motor. Excellent condition.
474-2308 after 5P.M.

435-4597
:after 6 p.m.

If you really want to sell
your home, see the
professionals at KOP
PERUD REALTY, 711
Main St. We take the BY owner: Farmhouse
worry out of buying or near Lynn Grove. Esselling real estate. tablished gardens and
orchard. Fencing,
Phone 753-1222.
ONE acre shaded lot is workshop, outbuildings.
the setting for this neat, $23,000.435-4261.
well-cared for mobile !NJOY peace and quidf
home and large garage- of country. Only 5 miles
workshop with electric west of Murray. Begarage door opener. Cen- autiful wallpaper and
tral heat & air, range, stained wood accent
refrigerator, carpet. Only this 2 bedroom home set
minutes from town. $24, in shaded yard on 3
500. Roberts Realty 753- acres of land. $35,500.
753-9349.
1651.
FOR sale or rent: Three
bedroom, brick; large
44. Lots for Sale
concrete block building,
2 ADJOINING lots in 30x50; paved front.
East Y Manor Subd. Ideal for business.
Beautiful building spot, Three miles from Ben340x200, appraised ton, Ky. on Hwy. 408
value $10,000 asking East. Phone: 527-3568 or
362-4938.
$8,000. 753-6929.
1 LOTS for sale. I mile HOUSE and 2 lot. 1
from Court Soaure. bedrooms, living room,
Ans. mach. 759-4949.
kitchen, dining room,
kENTUCKY Lake lot. I bath, utility room, caracre, 12x60 mobile port, garden, 2 outhome, septic and well, buildings. $23,000. 492$16,500. Home- 554-$128 8492.
INCOME property- I
or Office- 442-3632.
LAKE lot overlooking block from MSU. Invest
Kentucky Lake and new $5000 and get over $2500
marina iust being con- yearly return after morstructed. Anderson tgage payments. Also has
Shores. Call 502-492-8841 tax advantges. Large
older home, 6 apts. $45,
after 6P.M.
000 with possibility of
owner
financing. 753-9341.
NICE wooded lot on
highway 121 -North, 6 MOVING must self
1/2 miles from soon. House and 9.2
Murray. 180x294, asking acres. New well, barn,
$4,200. 753-1953 days, other outbuildings, 2
ponds, timber for
753-0870 nights.
OWNER wants offer or firewood. $12,000. 489would consider material 2491.
trade-in on two nice lots PEACE and quiet, S
near Southwest Elemen- minutes from Court
tary School. Ideal loca- Square. 3 acres, 2
tion for growing family! houses, city water. $55,
$10,000. Roberts Realty 000. For appointment
call 753-2669.
753-1651.
REDUCED to $84,000!
Three bedroom, 2 1/2
bath, tri-level ap45. Farms for Sale
proximately two miles
117 ACRES North of from Murray. All the exMurray, 65 tendable, rest tras your heart desires
woods. Much frontage. like appliances, fireplace,
753-4065 evenings.
central heat & air, carpet
15 ACRES more or Tess, 1 1/2 acres with fenced
back yard and large
trailer & add-on, good
well, large block well hobby shop. Roberts
Realty 753-1651.
house. Call 759-4490.
TWELVE room home on
twelve acres. Full basement with nice family
room, four bedrooms,
three baths, large equiment shed, garage with
workshop. Reduced to
$86,500. Call Roberts
5499
Realty 753-1651.

Plant Sale

t" 0" Hanging Baskets

Mirrray Ledger tr Times

46. Homes ler Sale
t BEDROOM home,
cute as a button inside
and out. Well Insulated,
low utilities with wood
stove, Oak kitchen
cabinets, dishwasher.
121 South in New Concord. Convenient to
store, Post Office,
beauty shop and churches. 436-2794.
3 BEDROOM, I 1/7
baths, new roof, new
well, new paint In and
out, central H/A, with
30x40 shop on one acre
near Stella, $26,000.
Phone 435-4366 after
5P.M.
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick home with 2 car
attached garage. 7 miles
east of Murray. $72,500.
436-5574.
4 BEDROOM Ranch in
Gatesborough- Can be
bought without closing
costs by assuming present loan. No points!
Beautifully decorated,
immaculate condition.
Call 753-7401 or 753-5485
for appointment.
7 ROOM frame house,
city water, insulated
overhead, gas heat,
$28,000. It is the 2nd
house on New Providence Rd. off 121 S.
753-8061.
1)4 EAST 2 miles, East Y
Subdivision, FmHa approved, Mid 30's, 3
bedrooms, bath, utility,
carport, brick. 753-0822.

Shrubs 25% off
Sale Ends May 23rd

Hutchens
Plant Farm
Located 61/2 miles west of Hazel, KY
Turn west at State Line Rd. in Hazel,
go 5/
1
2 miles turn left go 1 mile.

1964 FORD Fairlane 505
Classic, 62,000 original
miles, 260 V-8, 4 door,
wire wheels, good condition. Owned by little
80 year old lady. $750 or
offer. 436-5636 or 4365806.
1972 AMC Ambassador,
as is, best offer. 753-5364
after 5:30.
1974 VOLKSWagon, 4
door, automatic, $600.
474-2325.
1976 COUGAR, I owner,
PS/PB, cruise, air,
AM/FM tape, $550. '73
Hornet station wagon,
new tires, PS/PB, air,
$450. 753-0484.
1976 MALIBU; 1976
Bronco, 4 wheel drive.
753-9563.
1977 MERCURY Monarch, 302 V-8, AM/FM,
air, luggage rack, extra
tire, good condition.
$1100 or offer. 436-5636
or 436-5806.
1978 CUTLASS Supreme
burgundy, air, AM/FM
cassette. 753-9268.
1979 RX-7 Mazda, red,
A/C, stereo, $3495. 1500
Canterbury, 753-9710.
1980 DODGE Omni. Air,
4 speed, 80,000. $1500,
extra sharp. 416 N. 8th
St.
1981 ALFA Romeo GT,
2+2 coupe, 47,000 miles.
$3850, OBO. Call 7536702.
1981 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency, 4 door, 2-tone
blue, good condition. Call
753-8981.
1981 TOYOTA Corolla.
Automatic transmission, air, 52,000 miles,
$3300. 753-8003.
1982 OLDSMOBILE
Supreme Ciera
Brougham, 4 door,
loaded, nice 753-9278
after 5P.M.
1983 280ZX 2+2, two tone
color, very clean, 5 speed
turbo, loaded. 753-5188,
after 5p.m. 753-4023.
'78 Z-28 DARK blue,
loaded, excellent condition. Call 753-0553 or
753-9907.
'84 ESCORT wagon- a
real bargain- way under
list. Has AT, P.B., P.S.,
A.C., AM/FM stereo,
superior condition. Light
blue color. Call 901-2475877.
'84 TOYOTA Supra,
loaded, extra nice, new
white letter tires. Call
4 7 . Motorcycles
753-8555.
NW raTTATTFF7Teps
ISTO CI3- 650 Honda,
14,000 miles. Call 759- 4. Great hunting, fish
ing, camping vehicle.
1959 after 4P.M.
condition. 753-1224
1913 YAMAHA RX SOK. Good
1104 Pogue Ave. or 7A.M.-1P.M.
753-73 4 7 between 50. Used Trucks
12-5P.M.
excel1985 HONDA TRX-125 4 1973 FORb van,
lent condition, 12-16
wheeler, electric start,
MPG, stereo, Rangier
reverse, new sprockets,
tires. 436-2154.
battery and trailer hitch.
1985 FORD Bronco II, S
$700. Call 753-0044.
speed, tilt, cruise,
7515 YAMAHA 225-DX, AM/FM cassette. 753blue and yellow, elec- 7597.
tric start, shaft drive,
4
excellent condition, 1986 FORD Ranger,
wheel drive. 437-4832.
$800. 759-1951.
172 FORD pick-up, V-8,
runs good. 753-2494 after
5P.M.
CHEVY pick-up with
camper topper, runs
good $650. 442-8323.
'83 CHEVROLET El
Camino, all options.
753-7597.
SHARP 1987 Mazda
SE-5 pick-up, 5 speed,
air, sliding back glass,
wheels, AM/FM
radio, bed mat, 5,600
miles, red with black
and grey stripes, $6500.
753-9644.

NOW DUE AT THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE

75

CITY AUTO STICKERS - *15.00 Per Vehicle
(Bring your license plate number, year and make of vehicle)

BUSINESS LICENSE
MOTORCYCLE STICKERS-$3.00
DOG LICENSE

City of Murray Leash Law requires the purchase of a $2.00 dog license
- proof of rabies vaccination required.

LICENSE DUE BY MAY 31st
OFFICE HOURS:
Monday thru Friday 8:00-5:00 including the noon hour
Saturday. May 30th - 8:00 - 12:00 noon
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53. Services Offered
4-1 ENTERPRISE Natural or LP gas
installation. Seamless
gutter- multiple choice
of colors. Galvanized
gutter repair or replacement. Masonry,
carpentry, decking, etc.
Free estimates. 753-0953
after 8A.M.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753534.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 25 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
BETTER built contracting. Storage
buildings, treated decks
and general home improvements. Quality
work for less. Free
estimates. L.E.
Williams 489-2663.
YARD landscaping,
leveling driveways,
blade work and bush
hogging. Call 436-5430 or
753-0659.
CHIM-Chim Chimney
Sweeps spring cleaning
10% discount. Call now
for an appointment
753-3445.
COLLEY Tree Service.
Keep your trees in
shape by topping, pruning, deadwooding,
spraying, fertilizing, or
removal of unwanted
frees. Stump removal.
Complete tree care. 14
years experience. Free
estimates. 753-0366.
MITCHELL Paving Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, topsoil and grading. Phone
753-1537.
EXTERIOR painting.
Very reasonable rates.
Have references. 4892 7 2 3 or 4 3 6 - 2 3 2 6 ,
Kenneth.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
to small. 474-9057.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
STUMP REMOVAL
10" below surface
Inexpensive, clean.
no lawn damage
%Noway $6tump liswevel
753-5484 Fres Estimates
PAINTING- interior,
exterior. House and
barn painting. 25 years
experience. Quality
work. Reasonable
rates. Also, paint for
sale. Free estimates.
436-2245.
PROFESSIONAL window cleaner. 25 years
experience. Private
homes and commercial
stores. Call 1-901-7823670.

LITERACY TRAINING
I.
2.
3.
4.

Learn to read.
Get a GED
improve basic skills
Instruction FREE

JTPA

Call 762-3027
762-6017
PAMIEMPOT

PASLI Adult Learning Center
Room 200
Rog Stewart Stadium

53. Seivices Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

HAMILTON cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
INSULATION blown In
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
INTERIOR- exterior
painting. Very reasonable. 30 years experience. Free es•
timates. Call Bill at
436-2326.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and corn
rnercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation 'end
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
NEED resumes, business
cards, newsletters, or
brochures? Come by
Murray Data Graphics on
Main St., Downtown
Murray, next to
Bookmark or call
753-2203.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868 evenings.

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
peinting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.

SEWING Machine Repair. Alt makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.

Top Price
Paid For
Dark Fired
TOBACCO

SPRING is here. Bring
your mowers and tillers
to Moody's Mower Repair for repair and
tune-up. Pick-up and
delivery. 753-5668.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WE apply aluminum
and vinyl siding. Free
estimates. 27 -years
experience. Tim and
J.D. Garland, 328-8398.

Rip-Rap, Crushed
Stone, Ag Lime,
Masonry Sand.

David
Brandon
759-9469

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

55. Feed and Seed
HAY in field for safe (46
acres) New Concord
area Phone 753-8282
56 . Free Column

t•PEPPEMe M1060 A. • 1111.1

Acasclidd School
Fount:al Ad Avadabie

ALUANCE
nut 1014 T1.1.1

1,01146

U.

Call Toll Free Anytime

1-800-334-1203

SEPARATE mixed
dogs 2 to 3 years old,
good natured, good with
children. 753-3802.
FREE to good home
. pretty, long haired kit
tens, 6 weeks old
753-1870 or after 4 : 30
753-4366.

Orstroc..5
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSlOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Call
•

492-8566

BRANDON
TRUCKING

*OLIO WOOD CABINETS •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • CHA • Walnut • CNNry •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
•
COMPETITIVE MOM Drop ay & 5•• Otry Cawley

• 409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940•

• ••••••••• •

PUBLIC AUCTION
Fri. May 15th, 1987 at 1 p.m.
At 319 lrvan St. just off West Sycamore in Murray,
Ky. Mrs. Kuhn has sold her home and is going to live
with her daughter.
3 piece bedroom suite - nice pineapple post bed - 5 drawer chest
- fancy swing cabinet - maple table & 6 chairs - fancy serving<cart
- nice G.E. frost free refrigerator- kitchen stool - small fancy table
- couch & chair - coffee & end tables - odd chairs - table & vanity
lamps - small bookcase - books -2 old trunks - old pictures & frames
• old Willow Hampton China Ivory England • Bavaria Germany
pieces - set of flatware - several good clean small kitchen appliances
- spice rack - can goods - yard chairs - fine old shoe cobblers hammer - many other-41*ms not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents.
Auction conducted by

Dan Miller Auction Service
Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. 8z Tenn. #1281
Terry Paschall - Darrell Beane Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat. May 16th, 1987 at 10 a.m.
At Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Turner farm home on Highway
464 East of Kirksey, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take 641
North to Highway 464, turn west on to 464 go approx. 2.5 miles to auction. Mr. & Mrs. Turner are selling their house and moving to Murray. Will be selling
Mr. Turner's tractor & equipment & household items.
Couch & love seat - recliner - swivel rocker - 5 drawer chest lamps - treadle sewing machine • table & chairs - chest freezer some old glass & china - flatware - 2 old egg baskets - old bed stead
- old lanterns - brass knob harnes - old tailors irons - electric heaters
- fans - fruit jars - pots & pans - post hole digger- chain saw - electric fences • lot of wrenches - hand tools - 180 A.M.P. Lincoln welder
- step ladder - 20' extension ladder- milk cans - wheel barrow - 16
gal. wash kettle - 7 H.P. riding mower.
Farm Equipment: Super Nice 52 Red Belly Ford tractor- like
new 4' rotary cutter - 2 bottom 12" plow - 3 point blade - nice 4 wheel
farm wagon with sides - 1-row cultivator -2 wheel trailer - tobacco
sticks - rotary tiller - hog scalding vat - chicken feeders - a neighbor
is bringing a nice 4 row white planter with hard land colters and
spray attachments - John Deere 2 row corn planter - 110 gas electric pump, fuel tank for pickup - set of 18-4-38 snap on duals- like
new transfer pump - 4 wheel farm wagon - C-Allis tractor with
cultivators -2 tobacco scaffel trailers. Other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Terms cash
or good check. For more information and your auction needs phone
436-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., May 18th, 1987
of Coldwater. KY on HI. way 121.
at 2 p.m. at the east ed

Beautiful 3 bedroom house • large living room - dining room - kitchen - utility - 2 baths • one bedroom & bath has private entrance
• private well - storm windows & doors - carport - on large lot - pine
trees in back.
Personal Property: Couch & chair • swivel rocker • barrell table
& chairs - dryer - new brass lamps • knee hole desk - coffee & end
tables • gas grill • pictures - mirrors. some glass & china - pots
& pans • small pieces - beauty shop equipment - marble top table
- garden planter - misc. items. Terms on personal property: cash
or good check. Terms on real estate: 20% down selling price day
of sale. Balance in 30 days with passing of deed. Possession with
deed. This auction held jointly with Century 21 Real Estate.

Loretta Jobs-Broker 753-1492
Dan Miller-Auctioneer 435-4144
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Hutson to celebrate her 100th birthday
Nola Minton Hutson, a Calloway
County native who now resides at
Wostview Nursing Home in Murray. Will celtbrate her 100th with a
public reception on Sunday at 2
p.m. at the rest home.
Hutson, who was born May 19,
1837 in a house on Backusburg
Hill, moved to Mayfield in Mk at
the age of seven. Following her
marriage on March 30, 1905, to the
late William Tolbert Hutson, she
became a housewife and mother of
seven children.
Soon after their marriage, the
Huteons moved to the old Hill
Morgan farm on the Backusburg
Road, three miles east of Mayfield
where they lived for more than 20
years.
In 1949, when she was 63, Mrs.
Hutson and her husband were
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hired to look after hundreds of
children of employees at the Merit
Clothing Company, vrhich they did
until 1956.
Following her husband's death
In 1968, Mrs. Hutson kept her own
hbme until she was 61. Until she
was 90, she was an active member
of High Point Baptist Church in
Mayfield.
Hutson, who was featured in
"The Mayfield Messenger"
recently, is reportedly "alert and
talkative and in good, general
health, in spite of falling sight and
hearing."
According to one of her
daughters, Mrs. Hutson has no
secret to a long life though she did
take care of her health.
Mrs. Hutson told the
''Messenger." "Every morning

Nob Mlatoa Hubs.

when I wake up, I thank God that
He's given me another day to live
and I thank Him for the life He
gave me yesterday."
Mr. and Mrs. Hutson's children
are: Mrs. Wesley (Irene) Ford,
Mrs. Richard (Linda) Elliott, Mrs.
Nola Mae Walker, Orville Hutson,
Cameron M. Hutson and Mrs.
Joseph (Mary Helen Madding
and Will J. Hutson, both deceased.
Mrs. Hutson also has 16 grandchildren, 19 great-grandchildren,
10 great-great-grandchildren, and
ine great -great-great
jrandchlldren.
All family members and friends
are invited to the public reception
on Sunday in the front lobby of the
rest home. A private party will be
held for Mrs. Hutson on May 19,
her 100th birthday.
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Barbie considers
himself a hostage

CO
001

LYON,France(AP) — The man
who arranged the expulsion of
Klaus Barbie from Bolivia was to
testify today at Barbie's Nazi war
crimes trial, but without seeing
the man known as the "Butcher of
Lyon."
Barbie, 73, stunned a crowded
courtroom Wednesday when he
declared he would stay in his
prison cell rather than face his accusers. He is charged with crimes
against humanity allegedly committed when he headed the Lyon
Gestapo from 1912-44.
"I consider myself a hostage,
Jerry Shuman sad Randy Sons,studeets at the Murray-Calloway County Wallowa Center, were selected as
winners of the Keatucky Depsrtmeal of Education's Robert C. Byrd Scholarship. Administered
cal not a prisoner," Barbie said,
ly, the state program will provide scholarships of $14110 to 7$ graduates of Kentucky public or private schools. reading a statement to the court in
Simmons,third from left, and Sous,fourth from the left, are pictured with,from left: Jim Lawsos„ German, translated into French
Douai Rowlett, auto mechanics teacher,Simmons,Seas,aid Dam Harrell, as auto body teacher at the school. by an interpreter. He said his expulsion from Bolivia to France in
1983 was illegal and described the
action as a kidnapping.
Presiding Judge Andre Cerdini
said Barbie would be allowed to
stay at St. Joseph Prison, where
suite of isolation cells
By PATS1' WATSON
eluding the streets passing day, serving the college communi- he has a
through and adjancent ty. They work for you — the col- with television. Before each day's
The call comes m to police head- thereto... Additional jurisdiction lege students, the campus visitor, session begins a clerk will ask him
quarters. The dispatcher answers. may be established by agreement the parent, the child, the again if he wishes to appear, and
The caller reports - "The couple with the chief of police of the employee. So the next time you each evening he will be read a
German-language translation
next door is arguing again. The municipality or sheriff...."
are on campus, stop by and get ac- summarizing the day's testimony.
wife has a gun." "My friend has
Operating under these quainted. Get to know us — before
The trial is expected to last two
left a suicide note and we can't guidelines, many departments are
you need us.
months.
find her anywhere." "There's a called upon from time to time to
fight going on at...." "A assist local, county or state police.
pedestrian has been hit by a car."
Under this law, safety and
And on and on the calls go.
security departments are deemed
To any police dispatcher these "public police departments," and
are familiar calls. But what many the sworn officers are deemed
people do not realize is that these -public police officers."
— Standing Stable —
calls are coming to a switchboard
Operating as a public police
—
Moving Forward —
located not in City Hall. but in the department. the campus police
center of a college campus at one will do the same job as any other
— Working For Murray —
of Kentucky's eight state univer- police department. The officers
sities. And the response will be respond to criminal complaints,
City Council Elections
handled by one or more of Ken- ranging from petty theft to
May 26, 1987
tucky's 143 campus police officers. murder.
Who are these people we call
They respond to calls for
campus police. and what do they assistance such as stalled
do'
motorists, keys locked in cars,
In 1972 the Kentucky legislature people locked out of i or in
granted each public institution of buildings. etc. They provide
higher education in Kentucky the security and crowd control at conright to establish a safety and certs, sporting events, visits by
security department. The Board of dignitaries, etc.
Regents at each Kentucky univerThey provide traffic control
sity has exercised this right.
before and after such events, they
These departments range in size provide armed escorts. They resfrom seven to 34 full-time sworn pond to and investigate traffic acofficers. They serve a population cidents. fire alarms, and bomb
equal in size to a town or city, with threats. Whatever it might be that
campus populations ranging from prompts a caller to contact the
7,000 to over 25,000.
police department, the campus
A Kentucky law states that police will respond.
"Safety and security officers so
Of the eight university police
appointed shall be peace officers departments in Kentucky, six
and conservators of the peace. (including Murray State currentThey shall have general police ly require their officers to compowers including the power to ar- plete the Kentucky Law Enforcerest, without process, all persons ment Council's Basic Training
who within their view commit any course in Richmond, and four send
crime or misdemeanor. They shall their personnel to 40-hour inpossess all of the common law and service classes on an annual basis.
statutory powers, privileges, and
Two of these departments reimmunities of sheriffs...."
quire their personnel to complete
The governing board of each the basic training before being
university establishes the sworn in as an officer. One of the
qualifications and job re- departments that does not parquirements for its own depart- ticipate in the KLEC training does
ment. Salaries and benefits are require that its officers have prior
also established locally.
law enforcement experience.
The law also defines the area to
Although campus police parbe served by campus police oy ticipate in the same 40-hour per
stating "...such safety and securi- year in-service training as
ty officers shall exercise the municipal police officers, they are
powers herein granted upon any not eligible for a $2,500 supplement
real property owned or occupied as the municipal officers are.
by their respective institutions, inCampus police work 24 hours a
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Save On All the
New Styles and Colors
*Shag
*Stainmaster
*Plush
*Berger
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Concrete 12'x12"
Stepph, Stone

Campus police: who are they?

415;.

288

349
2687A
Concrete Splash Blocks.4.55

Yard Guard
Spray for bugs.

Aluminum Ladders 6'

29

388

88 776440

700174
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Paint Roller
2 Tray Set

Acryguard
Gray Seal

Roller, tray & handle

98

11"

7827

We Rave Carrier A/C In Stock

4x8 Treated
Lattice Panels

995

1 xbx6' Treated Blacktop Sealer
Dog Ear
5 c(JL Bta(o,ut
Fonce Boards

1"

788

MIA

eitatmt
DIALINI

1986 S-15
Jimmy 4X4
Tan & blink, white lettered tires, aluminum
wheels, 19XXX
PS., P.B., air, auto, tit.
stubs,P.L., P.W., radio,
limpetie rack.

'12 900"

Trees Do-banger

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY 341
759-1390
Sale
Open 7 Days A Week
Salo Prises food at Murray Store Oily
Otter Lesatioas—Sostoa aid Lake City
44 Your Compiles Hone swains &Iwo. Center 4%
7:30-7:00 $et. 11-41 Sues. 1-1
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YValls and Woodwork In Every
Nr,

5-FL Darby Wood Opts&
der. Tool shit*. u.• i•s•us
18.88
SR 3404 4/ SOS

4

9.98*.Ez

E-Z Kars'Latex Flat Finish dries in minutes to put
a rich, lasting coat on your walls, trim and celljngs
'2
In 39 colors and while €i
•

12.98.
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E-ZKant"Latex Rat Enamel provides a low-sheen,acrubbabie
finish anywhere In your home. In 39 colors and white. u • P2
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E-Z Karel' Latex SaniOloes Enamel is scrubbobio and perfect for busy areas. Dries In minutes 39 cobra, while. us
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4reduction in opoillor. So
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*50w,.lhi-Toot E-Z Karoo feebly* 90/
noobor. ctoon-up`o Gooier, you're in and out of your point proPict
*Custom colors
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SEE THE BACK COVER FOR THE LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST Tzuntaeue. HARDWARE STORE
rommove sou
• SAVINGS COUPON

• SAVINGS COUPON

• 7'CPON4 Num

•

...hout
▪ 11.99coupon

with
couPpcoupon3 Cie
•
• Spray Enamel for a glossy
finish on wood, metal Colors,
black, i.vhlts. 18 II. oz. io
Limit one couoon
tiew customs.
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▪ SAVINGS
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▪ 24'

with coupon
without coupon 59e
▪ Reetic Paint Way Liner keeps
• cleanup to a minimum Sturdy
•POW POO
I construction ••

2.98

with coupon
without coupon 4.98
111 Gallon Latex Redwood Stain
• protects your wood without
• hiding its texture. L••• • VP r•

until one coupon
1▪ ...
10#61i4Dat
▪
Limit on• coupon
peg custorm,
POP customer
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10.98

GaL
Your choice
Solid-Color Od Stain and Wood Preservative
resists mildew. Ready-mixed colors. swtrz
Semi-Transparent Oil Stain protects and
•i2
preserves Ready-mixed colors or

8.98

Gm
Clear Wood Preservative and Sealer resists
mildew, waterproofs wood while allowing
.376489 r2
natural surfaceVeathering. CW.0

v, pint

MOW

FOSess Enamel protects wood aid
metal surfaces indoors and Out
4-"In black and white.
•

2-In. Poly Foere Brushfo,smoott
paint applications.. k Orr NA F•8
44n. Brush is..Are

Solid-Color Latex Stain puts a faderesistant finish on wood without hiding the
natural texture Ready-mixed colors. LS K F2

9

2-Pasce Paint Brush Sot w14-in.
polyester wall, 1 Si-in. angular
Palm
brushes_ •.4•rw-e.

1

-

r1

by

COTTLP 4 COMPANY CHICAGO IL
1 a0t•-• Member -Owned

l

Extrwior Paint Pod for use
latex end oil house paints.
thick ....y.-4.

66#314

9-In. Sonar Frame lets you easily
slip replacement paint covers on
PX1111.12ii
and oil. SOO-OWN

directly io
the roller for less work when
paindrig. uai-a40

PAINT PACTOPY-TO- YOU SAVINGS.

8.000 Wusis Hanniane almaIaim
Past IOW
Glows Davi 3 Elicient
raranno Fedoras.75.000 Gritan Mar Camila

s

_
Galion in
bill prior 34.1111
Ned Latex Mem Paint goes on
Quick/it and seedy for a finish
that** mildew, blister and fade
Maistant A rugged mat that holds
.IRMO
up to the Moments'
7.18
1 0411011. wir.mese ••,

6,98"

MAW Lam Mouse Paint9oss di
allmy and dries feet kw ipoonomical
.atm 04
gOod looks •-••

Gal
Custom colors
~my metier
Latex Flat House Paint is ideal
tor most exterior surfaces Ready.F7
mixed colors, white

14.98„

Latex Floor & Porch Emmet is
weather resistant for wood. main
sonry. Colors & white s
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WAGIMER"

Amazing
parit ackiittvg

OOPS! Latex Paint Remover
cleans dried paint, tar, ink, oil,
P S01/4•11 I
grease, etc. 402

San.Long Nap Rater Cover has
a/
1
4-in, pile for rough surface
applications. 4OFFPEOD
020771Sn

nybco
'h Lb.
-Slip Paint Additive mixes
with paint to provide a slippiceosrt2
resistant surface.

OL4114641,44n

1831

34.4n.x 60-Yds. Masking Tape for
Painting, more. TiNIP
P 21?*22
2 In.z111101fitle.,euepproimi 1.29

1033

2-4n.x 180-Ft Tape
prow
mew
1140

399.99.

Your choice
Plastic Drop Cloths protect from
spills. Choose 9x12 ft 2 mil or 10
x20 ft. 1 mil. IMMO

A) Electronic Power Painters w/adjustaole spray settings, tips, storage
139.99
case. m000 P SOM.
B) Mask It” Tape Applicator for
neater painting. 013800, P430'28.88
C) Handl Roller dispenses paint
from the handle. onion P54..40118.77
D) Power Roller Plus pumps paint
84.99
right to roller. ozn000 Pttoto4
E)5-Pc.Power Pointer" is a high-performance system. ntanY500 P alane , 399.99
F) Hot Scraper"'removes paint w/
2 heat settings. 0283011 P won,46.68
(3)10-Pc.Power Painter" Kit makes
quick work of painting jobs. W/
storaier. bps. more. mow Paean 188.88
H) Glass Mask'" w/masking solution,
scraper all in one. maw Neale It . 4.68
BMW
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16.98.

Polywnthane ROW Enamel for
wood, concrete indoors and out
•.7
In colors and white OP

5.98

*

S.

Quart
Latex Gloss Enamel dries fast on
wood or metal indoors and out
•Po
Colors, black & white a

.98.

Lat Bentl-Gloss Enamel reMats soiling. Ideal for bath and
tit re
kitchen. White c,

198Gal
White Latex Ceiling Paints highhiding Non-spatter formula for
K1
,
89•84.
neater painting. es*

11"u-Tierit• Orel' Brushes of durable Polyester Fully tipped
2.33
2-in. Brush. vs,•2w444 t
21/1-In. Aalosisr. SOW 'w 3•41 4.40
21,t-bi. Brush. mor soi mos 4.44
8.88
4-1n. Minh ire7 •Ire,.er,
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71'

10.

5.58.

2.88.,

centrated cleaner that cuts through grease and
dirt on walls, floors woodwork. cc-ii.21'300 F•

Gallon Floor Finish. m

All-PurPolle Cleaner is the economical con-

Rug Shampoo cleans and freshens all types
of carpeting and upholstery Plus, its perfect
wassal
for high-traffic areas

•—._
Silltionry Paint will seal
rf.(24V1fl

ula is

Colors. volioskitorinflus4

Heavy-Duty Floor Finish seals and polishes
..7003•

in lust one coat. i.B2c

.in,F.

v?

8.88

8.98.

2.28

All-In-Ono Carpet
Cleaner repels soil
while it controls
K 1.1 MI
static. MI.•

Quart
Non-Ammoniated Floor Stripper removes
••••3 CR 4117/0 F12
acrylic, wax-base finishes
5.78
7•7 ,s1 ••
Floor Stripper. Gallon

Spring's the season for

Home Improvement
See the special Do-It-Yourself section in the April issue of Reader's Digest
If you're doing your first home protect or tackling a iob you
se
-ya_ip
cifigue
haven't done before, you have a strong ally

Look for the special do-ft-yourseifer s shopping guide in the
April Reader's Digest for informabon about these fine advertisers
-411/
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Hardware Stores to get the job done
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Paint Now—Pay Later
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Quart
Your choice
Red Metal Primer seals out moisture to prevent the
K 342 384 f4
formation of rust on exterior metal surfaces. ,2•7
Gloss Enamel provides a protective coating for wood or
xo
metal. Crack and peel resistant. Colors, black, white.
3.98
F.
xo
white.
black,
Colors,
Enamel.
Gloss
Pint
2.58
KO KF4
white.
black,
Colors,
Entunek
4-Pint Glom
1
/

12.98

4

.98 x_o Rust Aluminum Paint

Ideal for metal buildings,fences,exterior tanks, machinery,
;;.. radiators, etc. Produces a bright, silvery coat that resists
K 272 144 F41
rust. Dries fast, Chip resistant. Quart 140•10

93.90
:1.58 2.78 3.98 18.98
&Gilboa
Gallon
4-Pint
1
/

16a Oz.
Spray

Pint

Pail

-

tow.'

Gallon

Aluminum Paint

Gives wood and p• rimed metal surfaces a
high-lustre finish that's rust resistant
.amen
Indoor/outdoor formula...?
Quart Select Aluminum Paint
is ready mixed. AL-2 K 428%10 F4
5-Gallon Pail Select Aluminum
. ... . .
Paint. 01-7K 42•4144 •

3.98
63.98
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▪ S.AVINGS COUPON
•
• rtibeff4A ppm

I▪ 2.98

with coupon
without coupon 3 98
▪ Stripz-Em` Paint 8 Varnish
a convenient
• Remover in
• 14.5-oz, net wt. spray SE., moan

SAVINGS COUPON
IC/pd?NW

SAVINGS COUPON
TtPlefto4

99'

well coupon
without coupon 196
14911
All-Purpose Cleaner is concentrated Cleans washable
surfaces Quert cc-it aierrt re/

with coupon
without coupon 14-8
Latex Caulk dries fast to a
white finish you can paint
11-oz_ cartridge se .

Loyest ono coupon
D. customer

imossessuesinsm•

1.

Limit on.coupon
Cer ouslornot
ni

mew

SAVINGS COUPON
0~ P4INT
"

99'

•

41;44'
0.7
•

SAVINGS COUPON
TtPita04pi4IRIT

2,58 vAtho.,

I
11

with coupon
11
.
with coupon
coupon 3.88
wIthout coupon 1 29
Serves.' Spray Enamel for a • KI•enz-Em• Brush I Roller 0
Cleaner removes paint fast,
tough gloss finish in black or
11)
K1O1PS
easily. Quart. PCI.1
KP
white. 11 OZ. net wt. 6.1

•

Lend One coupon
,
If1111 01141 COin1n41
urn* ono coupon
per customer
per customer
per customer
•1111
1•111111611
1
.1111
.........1
.1.11
.1010
1.1.1
IMM.0
MMINI
Me I.
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Introduction to Refinishing Kit is the simple way to
restore wood, without stripping.
32-oz refinisher, 8-oz tung oil
finish, 3 pads oo42-i
•211211117

tr

•

Paint Remover Kit includes paint
lifter paint remover wash, pads
7.99
and litter rya02.s,csab
Face Lee" Kit easily revives dull
furniture finishes moor sasses9.9.

4.44

nvuco

One Stroke Wood Refinishing Kit in a wide assortment of colors. 3.47 arum. s.attA

Woodlifet Wood Preservative is
clear, water repellent and you can
paint over it. 903
P 2011033•

SAVOORANO.
Strypeeze" Paint & Varnish Remover comes in the semi-paste
formula. Quart.

actespie
sunnyside

•

LI

T.R.P.S. Turpentine Replacement
thins, deans.01. Trou Pusan t? 1.77
Adhesive RIIIMOrnir for floors.
335
walls. Ot USW SOW 11

Satin or Gloss Wood Flbish
Spray dry fast. 13 oz..'
2.99
Satin or Gloss Wood Finish for
interior wood. Quart. pis
4.88

Nearest Thing to Chrome Spray
Enamel.8 oz. ,r-Tc,•nom tz 1.99
4.99
Tough As Tile. Pt. P 224 I
Tough As Tile. at- • 27SG2 8.88

13 oz. as
134.N
. 4.77
sa.•a-

•deEutend• Rust
stroys rust! Comes in the convenient 1O -oz. spray. maw.maws
4-01.F.Alensf• wow 90011311 tall

Tub It Sink Joey stain remover.
1.77
$ ft OZ *Li • I/PII +2
Extend Rust Treatment.8-ft. ot

Sat %Witte or
paintable. 10.3 fl. oz. euumveistr,
Concrete & Masonry Ilsoiant.
10.3 fl oz. Lt gray. maws•sow

Your choice
Bathroom Tub & Tile Sealant
P S•339/1 ,2
White. 2.8 fl. oz. 012111
Houltehokl Glue & Sealant Clear
P110404 12
2.8 ft oz. oemio

bottle. on •.9.1 •17 ••

2.11$

amid.
Great power values
Ai 144.IP Power Par lank-Mounted
Air Compressor has a 7l4 -gal,

tank. 15-ft.Ives edam,

nein

Ei) 1-HP Rum Rd'1111dil=
ad Air-Tool Compressor
20 tooltivirth its 11-gal. tank,twincylinder pump MON
319.66
C)*MP PeintPro Airless Pabst
Sprsybip System draws paintfrom
a can or 5-gai pail tor fast, professional resuns With adi spray

399.99
G MIS 729
• Powerelset Sandblast
cleans masonry,removes
rust, refinishes furniture. With
Powerelast gun 0•091•1
66.811
E) 14-111 Power Par Portal*,
Noma Mr Compressor comes
wilt an e-pc tool kA to inflate,
spray.ollsarof astmesswes, stun
14P ewer par Partials M'
. l Compressor balmsa maintelfsnce-kee csinOlo Dowdy more
Men 16 tOolel Imo 4 wow., 19111.99
more

r

•

to rwhithe grime.CA-,
idation and stain&

16 OZ.as

C?MS10

oliWir2"

i.207.074

,

,

•

• 4641ititte-*
;40,64
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thinernewarein

Chore Gloves.
painting! 4.6883486.6.12
_

75-Ft. Joint Gard.
vs drywall, crack
P 212736 912

Giant Sponge is naturally
absorbent, great for cleaning
C 3164611Ft2
walls. rar.

Metal Stripper Brush with man3.44
drel 7771 P MOW 10 .
5-Pic Dust Masks protect against
powders, dust sot MOON t2. 1.33

A) 1½-In.Putty Knits..486,7,F2028(
B) Retractable Razor includes 5
handy blades. LAID, W 466 1911 10 774
C)3-in. Scraper. on P.se es P20 444

:1 1.1
A) Vii-Pt Spackle. .7 49,670 12 1.00
8)Reside Knife...06068u 1.77
C)witPlay Knits..727211/1212 1.77
99$
D)Walleeraper. Piesno

2-Pk. Drywall Sanding Screen
4x 11 in. son 02S37942C
/
Sheets. 43
5-in. Disc Sander10t.PrigON 104.44

A) Pt. Woodworker's Glue for a
strong bond. is. P WW2, 1.66
B)Super Glue Gel bonds instantly. 3 grams. 112293 P YAM 12 . 774
C)2-Ton• Epoxy in a handy Dev1.00
Tube' 1 oz. MS P167925 12
0)White Glue sets fast and dries
1.66
clear. Pint. war P 437624 46

ime• Hi-Tech Siliconized
Caulk won't crack, peel or separate. In your choice of white or
clear. 10.3 fl. oz. awn

Alitallcovering Seam Adhesive.
1.00
oz. ina e.peass le
14Va Hoovering Adhesive. Dries
4.66
clear. Gallon. IOW P 213 no

Ain Patch Kit works inside and
nry.
on plaster, drywall,
compound,fiber
Pe
tool Pint.

Raster of Paris. Dries white. 5-1b.
1.44
carton...co. P206' 17
Concrete Patchy,& %surfacer.
3.77
10 lb non •206 71.7 6
::•`);. 1

U

E)5-Minute" Epoxy Gel is water1.22
proof. 1 oz. Twio /7 422434 12.
F)5-Minute' Epoxy for dear,fast
repairs. Ideal for home or school.
.1.22
1 oz. 72206 P 437400 12
G)Panel DryweN Adtmsive. 10.6
885
oz 71341-21 P 497999 219
1.66
29 Fl. OZ. ne181-n P4$173i e2

...•
11110

Stay on top of your work
with Werner ladders!
. .„ •,

42.22

", •
Rope pulley on
20-ft ens and lamer

Aluminum Extension Ladders
42.22
16-R. Ladder. 8,7468.3eas ni
69.99
20-R. Ladder. Down 0,up, rat
79.99
24-Ft. Ladder. mew:.•17I
114.99
28-R. Ladder. omen •rn no

Retinue OM Wood Finish for a
Oak liesio$.rubbed look in your
et natural or walnut
7.99
3.49 Overt
Finish penetrates, stains
ealieln 1 is IMP Atisd
cokws to cheeeir hem
08 at. Uhl

A-

. _.,. . .,. . 28.88
4111
Your cheicen
Reirtore-X* Exterior Paint
solve and loollen oW
, beauty, color to exterior

, 5-R. Aluminum Stepladder wfth slip
resistant steps and a convenient pail
• 69, 74'
shelf/tool holder. MS
6-R. Stepledder. ISW.2 P 81906' 29.99
Flip-Up'` Aluminum Ladder is the
household helper that extends 6-10 ft.,
so it converts from an extended ladder to a stepladder or a double step69.88
ladder ,..1 ,, ,,,,...,
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MURRAY
HOME & AUTO STORE
NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

MUliRAY, KENTUCKY
PHONE:753-2571
"

siEj

" VISA'
Cleantlittallin

Paint Now...Pay Later.

frgiTARIN4 MINT

NeatherAl
,
7
WeatherAll

•
On

.
.30M saaanamipS•

Ciag.342tDe

Hsevy-Duty Siding Claimer ossify
removes soil, chalk and mildew
ic et704 FS
stains. 64 fl. oz. ir..12

bow Own

.•t.̀.
!

10.9u Gilson
Rat Acrylic Latex House Paint puts a highhiding, stain and fade-resistant finish on
wood, stucco and aluminum siding. Plus,
it's fast-drying and easy to clean In
24 colors, black and white
K
*Custom colors slightly higher

Waterproofing Coaling.
K .27747 F4
Penetrates. Gallon. cs.,
Quart. Cs-I K 522770PP
3.98

.11.98*

Satin Finish gives your home a rich look
that lasts. 19 colors, black,
I( F2

13.98*

Gam
Gloss Finish beautifies and protects trim
K F7
16 colors, black and white.

Flat Latex Wall Paint comes in
K P4
coOks and white. Gallon. w
Semi-Gloss Enamel.ys SAW Gal.

Slibilaless Ilmakollsais
19117 hp COTTEN I COMM OMANI 11. 119914 1119% Naar-Owed
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Your choice
•
Acrylic or Butyl Cal* does doicklY
for a tough, durable seal in the

carvidge
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• SAVINGS COUPON
• SAVINGS COUPON
•'SAVINGS COUPON

•"
CP1ON4 MINT

•▪ 2.
.
.

•

;

t•

Lime ofle coupon
n. cookery'.

1.00

:

will °wpm

98rah coupon
sahout coupon 4 99

Stripz-Em" Paint I Varnish
Remover works on latex, vinyl
• and more Ot
Aeons.4

▪ 0014 MINT

CPON4 POO
coupon 2 19

I

'

coupon
cuaomiw

mahout coupon

99

•Polyurethane Varnish for in• doors and out Gloss, satin or
K F4
•flat Quart maw=

Contact Cement for strong,
•fast bonds. Has hundreds of
I1
,
11171 II
•uses! 3 oz weir
111

,t1
;RI -stistawizt,4

lose••••••••••ememo••••••••••••••••
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